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CHAPTER - 1 
PROBLEM INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTORY : 
Education can be imparted only by a teacher and never  
by method, man can learn only from a man. 
- Ravindranath Tagore 
 The destiny of India is being shaped in the class room. 
 To bring about a change in a learner's behaviour through teaching, the 
learner has to acquire knowledge by any means. The nature has given five 
senses to a learner, by the help of which he can learn something. Eyes, ears, 
nose, tongue and skin are those five senses with the help of which a learner 
learns. 
 If a learner acquires 100% knowledge he acquires it as under : 
 1% by tastes with the help of tongue 
 1.5% by touch with the help of skin 
 3.5% by smell with the help of nose 
 11% by hearing with the help of ears and 
 83% by questions with the help of eyes. 
 Generally in a classroom and especially if we think about the 
secondary stage and keep in mind the subject of science, the learner's most of 
the learning occurs with the help of ears and eyes. In these situations audio-
visual equipments can be more useful in the subject of science. The 
instruments like : 
 15 
• Epidoscope 
• Epidioscopic cards 
• Overhead projector 
• Graphs 
• Charts 
• Samples 
• Film strips 
• Bulletin boards 
• Models 
• Black boards etc. - are visual equipments. 
 Instruments like radio, tape-recorder are audio equipments and 
instruments like movies, computers, televisions are audio-visual equipments. 
 Many researches have proved that the educational instrument - assisted 
teaching during class teaching has improved the quality of education. 
 In 21st century, the computer has emerged as a most popular and 
reliable audio-visual equipment. From child education to higher level of 
medical or scientific researches the use of computer can further be extended 
to help the students of secondary level in the subject of science, but how can it 
be used and implemented has been thought of, and this research has been 
conducted. 
1.2 PROBLEM NARRATION : 
 Before taking up any kind of research, the selection of the study 
subject becomes an essential element for a researcher. It becomes necessary 
for researcher to examine its different aspects like expert's suggestions, study 
of previous studies as well as a detailed study of various reference books. 
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After examining such points the researcher prepares a design of study field in 
his mind.  
 Before conducting this study, to select a subject of his choice, the 
researcher during his library work decided to select a subject regarding 
attitude keeping in mind different aspects of this study. For this, according to 
the suggestion of a counsellor, the researcher studied the previously 
conducted researches, during which study the researches of the category of 
M.Ed. and Ph.D. were included. 
 Besides, the study of educational and related articles of national and 
international journals was made and after consulting different subject experts, 
the subject for more study was selected. Finally, after discussions with 
counselor the title of the subject of study was finalized as under : 
 "Effectiveness of Computer Aided Learning in Science at 
Secondary Level" 
 In this study, it was tested whether the teaching method through 
computer as a teaching instrument was effective or not, in comparison to the 
traditional lecture method for teaching science subject at secondary level. 
 The study of effectiveness of teaching method on science achievement, 
science confidence and science retention will be conducted in this study. 
 This research was done by experimental research method. To conduct 
the experiment, six experiments were conducted on boys and girls of Class 8, 
9 and 10 of secondary schools of Rajkot city.  
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1.3 VARIABLE INVOLVED IN THE STUDY : 
 To recognize and genuinely define the variables involved in the study 
problem is an important step in the study process. For this, it is necessary to 
understand the variable and its types. 
 The effectiveness of teaching method as an independent variable was 
examined. As an independent variable the teaching method consisted of two 
categories : 
i) Teaching method with the help of computer 
ii) Lecture method 
 
1.3.1 Dependent Variable : 
 Dependent variable is a factor which is being observed and measured 
to examine the effect of independent variable. The factor which evolves or 
which is removed or being changed by the implementation, removal or 
improvement in independent variable is known as dependent variable. 
 In this study, as the study of attitude of the study towards computer 
education was to be done. The responses / attitude of students towards 
computer education was taken as dependent variable. 
 The dependent variables covered in this study were as under : 
² Achievement of Science 
² Confidence in Science 
² Retention of Science 
1.3.2  Relationship between independent variable and dependent variable : 
 The effect of teaching method on science achievement, science 
confidence and science retention has been tested in this study. 
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 The relationship between independent variable and dependent variable 
can be figured as under : 
 
 
 
 
Computer aided teaching 
method with  the help of 
computer 
  
   Science achievement 
Teaching 
method 
  
Science confidence 
   Science retention 
 Traditional lecture method   
 
1.4 VARIABLE : 
 The variable, which affects the relationship between independent 
variable and dependent variable, is known as change variable. The change 
variables and their categories chosen in this study are shown as under : 
1.4.1 First change variable was 'sex' which had two categories of males and 
females. 
1.4.2 Second change variable was standard which had three categories of 
Std. 8, Std. 9 and Std. 10. 
1.4.3 Relationship between independent variable, dependent variable and 
change variable. 
 The pictorial presentation of relationship between independent 
variable, dependent variable and change variable in this study is shown as 
under : 
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 Computer Aided 
teaching method 
 Std. of learner 
Std. 8 
Std. 9 
Std. 10 
 
     
Teaching 
method 
   Males 
Sex: 
 Females 
Science 
achievement 
 Traditional Lecture 
method 
  Science 
confidence 
 
    Science 
retention 
 
     
1.4.4 Controlled variable : 
 In the research which is done by experimental method, when the 
researcher begins his experiment the thing which he must take care of is that 
during the experiment the researcher acquires the measurement of effect of 
only that variable the effect of which he wishes to examine. The effect of 
other influencing variables is made ineffective during the course of the 
experiment. 
 The controlled variables in this study were as shown under : 
² Subject 
² Unit 
² Medium 
² Level of Student 
² Standard 
² School environment 
² Teaching ability of teacher 
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1.5 RACTICAL DEFINITION OF TERMS : 
 The researcher gives the meaning of variables covered in the study and 
main terms in terms of their measurement. This is called practical definition 
of terms. Certain terms used in this study were arranged by the researcher in 
terms of the measurement of the study work. 
² Lecture Method : 
 The researcher had accepted in this study that the way a teacher 
teaches science in a class in usual situation, by traditional way of teaching is 
lecture method. 
² Computer Aided Teaching Method : 
 In this study the teaching of science was done with the help of 
computer software, which is very useful for the purpose. This type of teaching 
method has been accepted as the teaching method through computer. 
² Achievement of Science Subject : 
 After the teaching work of a unit of science a teacher - made test on 
related unit will be conducted. The scores obtained by the students in this test 
were accepted as achievement of science. 
² Confidence of Science Subject : 
 To know the confidence of the subject of science the test designed by 
Mr. Dinesh K. Sejpal, namely - "I want to speak about mathematics" was 
used. Researcher converted this test for the use of measuring confidence of 
science. The pilot survey was done after converting the test to use for science 
subject instead of mathematics. The scores obtained by the students were 
accepted as science confidence. 
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² Retention of Science Subject : 
 The researcher conducted a teacher made test during the experiment, 
and the same test was conducted again after two months, the difference 
between first and second scores obtained by the same subject were marked as 
retention score. Lower the amount of difference higher is the retention. 
1.6 OBJECTIVES OF STUDY : 
 The objectives of the study were : 
² To study the effectiveness of teaching method on achievement of  
science subject with the help of a computer in comparison to that of 
traditional lecture method. 
² To study the effectiveness of teaching method on confidence of science 
subject, with the help of computer in comparison to traditional lecture 
method. 
² To study the effectiveness of teaching method on retention of science 
subject, with the help of computer in comparison to traditional lecture 
method. 
 Six experiments were conducted on six different types of persons / 
students as under : 
Experiment - 1 : Boys of Std. 8 
Experiment - 2 : Girls of Std. 8 
Experiment - 3 : Boys of Std. 9 
Experiment - 4 : Girls of Std. 9 
Experiment - 5 : Boys of Std. 10 
Experiment - 6 : Girls of Std. 10 
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1.7 HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY : 
 After determining the objectives and title of the study problem the 
researcher constructs temporary answers or solutions which are called 
hypotheses. 
 By carefully preparing hypotheses on a problem : 
² Nature of the problem becomes clear 
² The study is centralized 
² The study work becomes easy 
² Get better understanding about study method 
² Get better knowledge about the instruments of information collection 
² Get the idea of "what the information analysis technique should be". 
 The researcher takes into account the previous studies, theoretical facts 
and his own experiences and forms rules which suggest definite direction to 
the acquired results, which are called hypotheses. For the purpose of 
statistically examining such hypotheses on the basis of probability model they 
are converted into the statements like "may not differ" or "may not relate" 
which is called null-hypotheses.  
 The researcher had framed the study hypothesis on the basis of 
objectives in this study. 
1.7.1 Research hypothesis : 
1. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8, the average of science  
achievement scores of boys who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have  a significant 
difference  between them . 
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2. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8, the average of science 
confidence scores of boys who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
3. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8, the average of scores of 
science context retention of boys who received teaching by computer 
and of those who received by lecture method will have significant 
difference between them. 
4. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8, the average of science  
achievement scores of girls who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
5. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8, the average of science 
confidence scores of girls who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
6. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8, the average of scores of 
science context retention of girls who received teaching by computer 
and of those who received by lecture method will have significant 
difference between them. 
7. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9, the average of science  
achievement scores of boys who received teaching by computer and of 
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those who received by lecture method will have  significant difference 
between them. 
8. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9, the average of science 
confidence scores of boys who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
9. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9, the average of scores of 
science context retention of boys who received teaching by computer 
and of those who received by lecture method will have significant 
difference between them. 
10. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9, the average of science  
achievement scores of girls who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
11. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9, the average of science 
confidence scores of girls who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
12. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9, the average of scores of 
science context retention of girls who received teaching by computer 
and of those who received by lecture method will have significant 
difference between them. 
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13. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10, the average of science  
achievement scores of boys who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
14. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10, the average of science 
confidence scores of boys who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
15. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10, the average of scores of 
science context retention of boys who received teaching by computer 
and of those who received by lecture method will have significant 
difference between them. 
16. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10, the average of science  
achievement scores of girls who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
17. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10, the average of science 
confidence scores of girls who received teaching by computer and of 
those who received by lecture method will have significant difference 
between them. 
18. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10, the average of scores of 
science context retention of girls who received teaching by computer 
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and of those who received by lecture method will have significant 
difference between them. 
 
1.7.2 Null Hypotheses : 
 The research hypotheses are presented in the form in which they can be 
tested. In this research the research hypotheses have been transformed into 
null hypotheses. 
1. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8, the average of science subject 
achievement scores of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
 2. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8 the average of scores of 
science subject confidence of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lectures method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
3. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8 the average of scores of 
retention of science context of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
4. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8 the average of science subject 
achievement scores of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
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5. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8 the average of scores of 
science subject confidence of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lectures method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
6. In terms of the science subject of Std. 8 the average of scores of 
retention of science context of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
7. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9 the average of science subject 
achievement scores of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
8. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9 the average of scores of 
science subject confidence of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lectures method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
9. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9 the average of scores of 
retention of science context of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
10. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9 the average of science subject 
achievement scores of girls who received the teaching through 
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computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
11. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9 the average of scores of 
science subject confidence of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lectures method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
12. In terms of the science subject of Std. 9 the average of scores of 
retention of science context of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
13. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10 the average of science subject 
achievement scores of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
14. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10 the average of scores of 
science subject confidence of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lectures method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
15. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10 the average of scores of 
retention of science context of boys who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
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16 In terms of the science subject of Std. 10 the average of science subject 
achievement scores of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
17. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10 the average of scores of 
science subject confidence of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lectures method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
18. In terms of the science subject of Std. 10 the average of scores of 
retention of science context of girls who received the teaching through 
computer and of those who received by lecture method will not have 
significant difference between them. 
1.8 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY : 
 In the present age when the computer has attained  the place of a best 
instrument, it became necessary to know its fruitfulness in teaching of science 
at secondary level. For this the softwares of science content of Std. 8, 9 and 
10 which could be activated by computer were used. 
 The ready made computer software of the subject of Science are 
effective tool.  Under this research it was checked that how the students 
confidence in the Science subject can be gained and how the retention in the 
subject is made effective when the software is used while teaching Science as 
a school subject. 
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1.9 SCOPE OF THE STUDY : 
 This study was taken up to test the effectiveness of the teaching done 
with the help of computer in science at secondary level. 
² The experiments were conducted on selected units of science subject of 
Std. 8, 9, 10 and the computer software of which were easily available. 
² The experiments were conducted on the students of Std. 8, 9 and 10 at 
secondary level. 
² In comparison to the lecture method, the effectiveness of the computer 
aided teaching method was accepted for the teaching through 
computer. 
² To test the effectiveness of both the methods all the variables, such as 
achievement of science, confidence of science and retention of science 
context were taken into consideration.  
 
1.10 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY : 
1. The identical sample method was used to select the school for 
experiment. 
2. To measure the educational achievement, teacher-made achievement 
test was implemented. 
3. In this research the students who had the primary knowledge of 
computer were selected as the sample. 
 
1.11 DESIGN OF THE STUDY : 
² Determination of objectives 
² Formation of hypotheses in accordance with objective 
² Software selection 
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² Four units of Science subject of each Std. 8, 9, 10 were selected 
² Analysis of the context of selected unit was done 
² Class organization was done 
² Teacher made test was prepared for each unit 
² To measure the confidence of Science subject, the science inventory 
was developed with the help of the inventory made by Sejpal D. K. for 
mathematics subject. 
² Appropriate experimental design was selected 
² Experimental work was conducted 
² After experimental work the achievement of science was measured 
² After experimental work the confidence of science was measured 
² After experimental work the retention of science was measured 
² Marking of the subjects of two groups included in each experiment was 
done in terms of all the three dependent variables 
² The analysis was conducted on each experiment through T-test 
² With the help of statistical analysis the null hypotheses and research 
hypotheses were tested 
² The obtained results were interpreted 
² Appropriated implications were prepared 
 
KKK 
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CHAPTER – 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTORY : 
 Before taking up any kind of study, the related literature is acquired 
and studied to understand the problem. By review of the related literature the 
problem becomes clear and it directs the researcher in proceedings in his 
subject. 
 The literature in any field forms the foundation upon which all future 
work is done. 
- P. R. Borg 
 According to Prof. Linkleader till 1990 the printed knowledge of 
science and technology has been in hundreds of words or figures in billions of 
times. If this knowledge is read for 18 hrs a day for 365 days at the speed of 
3000 words per minute, this work would be completed in twelve years. 
 From the conclusion of Mr. Link leader it can be said that from the 
contextual literature related to the relevant study which is in the form of vast 
sea of knowledge, the study made by the researcher is just like a drop of the 
sea. Keeping in the limit of the relevant study, the researcher reviewed the 
related literature. 
 Mr. H.G. Desai while explaining the importance of related literature 
states that, “review of the literature becomes necessary for the proper 
development of the problem.” To prepare the background required for 
clarification and proper solution of the problem selected by an researcher the 
review of literature is essential. 
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 The background of the problem can only be clarified if complete 
inference of related literature for understanding of research plan for problem 
development occurs. Mr. Agarwal while showing this type of importance 
states that, “by reexamination of the related literature, the researcher acquires 
the required understanding of works done so far. 
 Moreover the information regarding the facts, used by the researcher is 
also obtained by this kind of study. 
 By the review of related literature the researcher will be able to make : 
• the things to be included in a problem becomes clear; 
• the necessity to solve the problem by research can be understood 
• appropriate hypothesis to problem can be prepared, 
• the source of information becomes clear, 
• proper guidance regarding proper instruments and tools for collecting 
information can be obtained. 
 This research was taken up to test the effectiveness of the computer 
assisted teaching programme for the teaching of selected units of science of 
std. 8, 9 and 10. For this, teaching works was done on two groups separately 
by two different methods (i) traditional teaching and (ii) computer assisted 
teaching programme, in which the effectiveness of computer assisted learning 
programme was to be relatively tested against the traditional method of 
teaching. 
 
2.1 TRADITIONAL TEACING METHOD : 
 The traditional teaching method is a method which is based on the old 
concept of teaching, the old concept of teaching was teacher centered and 
subject centered. 
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 In traditional teaching method the teacher stubbornly believed in the 
following things : 
• Only the teacher had the right to teach, only he can teach. 
• Only method for teaching was to teach by talking  
• To teach what is in the text only. 
• Teaching work can only be done in class room. 
 In this method, along with narration the teacher makes use of chalk, 
board and duster but to a large extent this is a one way method. However, 
while using this method if the teacher makes use of communication skill, this 
seemingly weak method can be made effective. 
2.1.1 Advantages of traditional teaching : 
 Although it is based on the old concept of teaching and largely a 
teacher centred and subject centred, this method carries many advantages 
also. Long courses can be completed in stipulated time. Moreover, good 
oration can motivate bright students in their studies. The content can be made 
interesting through narration skill and communication skill. It facilitates 
teacher the preparation of teaching plan. The students can be given the 
training of listening experience 
2.1.2 Limitations of traditional teaching : 
 In this method the student has to act according to the speed and will of 
the teacher. If the narration, lecture or explanation given by the teacher is not 
of the required standard, the method turns out to be a failure. There is a 
possibility of the students becoming passive listeners. Moreover, the craming 
attitude of students becomes strong. It becomes, to a large extent impossible 
to develop the mental abilities, logic, observation decision, comparison 
abilities of students by this method. 
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2.1.3 Conditions for success of traditional teaching method : 
 The teacher should follow the standard of students and should give 
lecture in oral as well as in any understandable way, should not spend whole 
time in mere oration but instead should allot sometime to the students for 
questions to be asked by them at the end of lecture. Besides, to avoid the 
boredom and maintain the interest, the teacher should add some element of 
humor in his lecture. 
 In short, the traditional teaching method in which descriptions and 
narrations are mostly used, is an art of its kind which is very difficult to 
acquire. It will be unfair to condemn this as an old and useless method. 
 In fact, the lecture narration itself is a method. Not only that, it also 
becomes supplementary to most of the educational instruments like display, 
role playing, dramatically identification, group discussion etc. 
 
2.2 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN THE FIELD OF 
EDUCATION : 
 The computer is being used at different levels in educational process. 
Before looking at the uses and advantages of computer assisted teaching let us 
acquire some primary clarification of computer technology. 
2.2.1 Constitution of Computer : 
 Computer is an electronic instrument which is used to make calculation 
and/or control such processes. 
 The computer has three parts 
 1. Input unit 
 2. Output unit and  
 3. Central processing unit 
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 Storage unit  
   
 Memory  
   
I/P ALU O/P 
Input  Output 
 CU  
 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
 
 To get the work done by computer it is necessary to provide 
information. The device which provides information are known as input unit 
or input device which include keyboard, mouse, scanner microphone etc. 
 Central processing unit (CPU) is a main part of computer in which the 
control unit takes decisions about the processing of incoming information and 
come out with results. In short, it controls the processes of computer. 
 During the controlling of the process the ALU Arithmetical Logical 
Unit and memory unit becomes helpful. The arithmetical logical unit 
performs arithmetical and logical processes whereas the storage of memory 
required for these messages is alone by memory unit. In the memory unit 
HDD Hard disk drive and FDD floppy disk drive are involved. Higher the 
hard disk  of a computer, greater will be its capacity to store the matter. 
 There is an arrangement of units for storage of information which are 
set in the form of hard disc drive (HDD), floppy disk drive (FDD) and 
Compact Disc drive (CDD) which sequentially administer the hard disc, 
floppy disc and compact disc. The hard disc has more storage capacity but its 
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memory can not be moved from one place to another. Memory in floppy disc 
can be moved easily but its storage capacity is less. The limitations of these 
two can be removed in compact disc, that is, the storage capacity of compact 
disc is more an it can be carried easily. Therefore most of the Software are 
prepared on compact disc. 
 The instruments used for bring out results prepared by the computer is 
called output device. It includes monitor, speaker, printer etc. 
2.2.2 Computer system : 
 Computer is an electronic device. The coordination among different 
parts of a computer is essential. This coordination needs a system. This 
computer system has three parts (i) Hardware (ii) Soft ware and (iii) Live 
ware. 
 The computer hardware includes input device, out put device and 
central processing unit. The software is used for hardware. The software does 
not have physical existence. It is a collection of instructions about the works 
to be done by a computer. 
 Different types of people such as computer programmer, computer 
manufacture and computer user involved with computer are included in live 
ware. 
2.2.3 Computer software and its types : 
 Instruction are given to the computer for variety of works it does. 
These instructions are clear, logical and in sequence. Computer software is a 
collection of instructions which are prepared with the arithmetical and logical 
capabilities of HDD of computer, to obediently follow the instructions 
accordingly. The hardware is of no importance without software. The 
software activates the hardware. 
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 There are three types of software, (i) operating software (ii) application 
software and (iii) utility software.  
1. Operating system (OS) : 
 It is also called operating system. It is a collection of machine based 
programmes which act as an interphase, that is interpreter between application 
software computer and computer hardware. The main function of operating 
software is an all-round administration or management of the computer 
system. 
 There are two types of operating system for personal computer; (i)  
DOS (ii) Windows. DOS (Disk operating system) is a single user single 
tasking operating system in which character / text based instruction or 
commands are used, where as WINDOW is a Window base operating system 
which is actually an extension of capabilities of DOS. Windows is a graphical 
user interphase (GUI). Multi tasking provides the facility of multi-tasking and 
gives on line help. 
2. Application software : 
 The user for the different works such as writing letters, arranging files, 
looking after financial dealings, drawing pictures, making calculations, doing 
statistical analysis and watching films uses softwares which are called 
application softwares. There are two types of application softwares (i) for 
general use and (ii) for specific purpose. 
 The softwares for general use are called by the name of packages 
which are being sold in readymade form for the use. It provides facility of 
menu based management. There is a facility of help of tools which are 
application software. These tools include MS word, MS excel and MS power 
point. 
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 The software for specific purpose are made by programmer according 
to the tasks required. The software developed for such specific purpose is 
called tailor made software. 
3. Utility software : 
 The work efficiency of a computer is on decline, especially the 
computer virus and disc fragmentation lowers the work efficiency of 
computer. The software used for making the computer efficient again is called 
utility software. Disc fragmentation software is used to repair the disc 
fragmentation from computer virus. These software are utility type software. 
2.2.4 Use of computer in the field of education : 
 The use of computer in distance education and classroom teaching is 
increasing day by day. The computer is specifically used in education in the 
field of teaching learning, drilling and practicing in field, for adaptation, for 
learning through trial and error, for acquiring knowledge through games and 
for evaluation of education. 
1. For teaching - learning : 
 In this approach, the content to be learnt is divided into small parts. To 
check out whether the student has understood the content or not, questions are 
asked to him at the end of each part. The answers are being interpreted by the 
computer and then appropriate feed back is provided. This role of computer is 
similar to programmed learning. The programmes in the form of linear 
programmings and branch programms can also be prepared in computer. 
2. For drill work and practice : 
 The theories or laws learnt by students are provided with many 
reference examples. Whether the student has understood the  theories or laws 
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is examined. Feedback is provided to correct response and after providing 
treatment to wrong response, subsequently the students are sent to the extent 
of effective learning by the computer. 
3. For adaptation: 
 In teaching subjects like science the graphical presentation of the 
topics like understanding of laws of speed, process of nuclear fission, 
principles of gravitation becomes very difficult. By providing adaptation 
through computer and by showing examples based on laws, the drill work of 
concepts can be done. 
4. Teaching through trial and error : 
 In teaching some subjects students are allowed to work on their own. 
The mistakes or error done by the students is tolerated. They come to know 
the error and are asked to solve them. After some time they will be able to 
solve and then are allowed to proceed further. This is the method of teaching 
through trial and error. 
 5. Knowledge through computer assisted games : 
 In this the role of a computer becomes that of a partner of the learner or 
evaluator of the learner. The vocabulary or general knowledge can be 
improved through this technique. 
6. For evaluation in teaching : 
 By collecting the questions corresponding to the subject,  keeping in 
mind a particular structure the questions of equal difficult value, can be 
obtained through computer. 
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7. For marking and analysis : 
 The responses of the student can be marked and not only that on the 
basis of scoring, the sections of test can be analyzed, and by that the 
efficiency of the students can be analyzed. 
2.2.5 The advantages of computer aided learning : 
 Other than techniques of teaching - learning, special features of 
computer aided learning can be explained as under : 
² The student can do self learning with self speed 
² During the teaching learning through computer the learner gets 
continuous response, thus, the teaching work becomes live. 
² Immediate feed-back suitable to given response can be obtained. 
² According to the programmed learning as given by Skinner, the 
content can be defined into small parts, and subsequently one can 
proceed further. 
² Student can easily carry the computer to his room, hostel, tutorial room 
etc. 
² Learning stages can be arranged according to the time schedule. 
² Student can learn on his own and in his own ways. 
 
2.3 REFERENCE LITERATURE USED FOR REVIEW OF 
STUDY : 
 For the review - study of this research, researcher had selected : 
1) A survey of research in Education 
2) Second survey of research in Education 
3) Third survey of research in Education 
4) Fourth survey of research in Education 
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5) Fifth survey of research in Education 
6) Researches of the category of M.Ed. and Ph.D of Saurashtra 
University. 
² In "A Survey of Research in Education" (1974), on the fields related to 
this research such as (i) programmed learning and (ii) correlates of 
achievement, a study was conducted on 63 M. Phils. and Ph.D. of 
Education students and other related faculties. In this study, not a 
single study was found to b0e conducted on "effectiveness of computer 
aided method of teaching science". 
² In "Second Survey of Research in Education" (1979), on the fields 
related to this research such as (i) educational technology, (ii) 
correlates of achievement a study was conducted on 70 M.Phils. and 
Ph.Ds. students of selected education faculty and other related faculties 
and Research Project. In this study, not a single study was conducted 
on the study related to "effectiveness of computer aided method of 
teaching science". 
² In "Third Survey of Research in Education" (1987), on the fields 
related to this research such as (i) educational technology, (ii) 
correlates of achievement, a study was conducted on 118 M.Phils. and 
Ph.Ds. of education faculty and other related faculties and Research 
Project. In this study, not a single study was conducted on the study 
related to "effectiveness of computer aided method of teaching 
science". 
² In "Fourth Survey of Research in Education", on the fields related to 
this research such as (i) Research in Curriculum, (ii) Research in 
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Mathematics education, (iii) Research in Education technology, (iv) 
Research in correlates of achievement (v) Research in elementary 
education, a study was conducted on 351 M.Phils. and Ph.Ds. of 
education faculty and other related faculties and Research Project. In 
this study, the study related to this research was of Patadia (1987), the 
summary of which is given later. 
² In "Fifty Survey of Research in Education", on the fields related to this 
research such as (i) Primary Education, (ii) Secondary Education, (iii) 
Higher Education, (iv) Mathematics Education, (v) Educational 
Technology, (vi) Correlates of Achievement. a study was conducted on 
316 M.Phils. and Ph.Ds. of education faculty and other related faculties 
and Research Project. In this study, not a single study was conducted 
on the study related to "effectiveness of computer aided method of 
teaching science". 
² A study was conducted on 385 researches of the category of M.Ed. and 
44 researches of the category of Ph.D. in department of Education, 
Saurashtra University. In this study, the studies conducted by Mehta 
(1989) and Dave (1992) of M.Ed. category and Dave (1997) and 
Kundaliya (2001), Karia (2001), Ramanuj (2001) of Ph.D. category 
were found relevant to the research, the summary of which is given 
ahead. 
 
2.4 SUMMARIES OF RELATED RESEARCHES : 
 The summary of studies obtained from selected reference literature 
relevant to this research has been given here. 
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 Mehta (1989) initiated the study at M.Ed. level. The title was "The 
Study of Effectiveness of Teaching Aids in Mathematics in Primary 
Education". He designed tool in Mathematics of Std. 3 and 4 and studied the 
effectiveness of this teaching aid. This experiment was conducted on 97 
students of Std. 3 and 87 students of Std. 5. The teacher made test was used as 
an instrument for both the experiments. He made use of non-accidentalization 
control group pre-test - post-test design. T-tests and co-variance analysis were 
used as analytical techniques. In both these experiments of Std. 3 and Std. 5 
the teaching given by teaching aids was found effective in comparison to 
lecture method. 
 Dave (1992) conducted the study at M.Ed. level. His title was "The 
Study of Educational Games, Self-learning literature and Tape-slide 
programme as a main and supplementary teaching method in terms of 
achievement in mathematics of Std. 9. In this study, the educational games, 
self-learning literature and tape-slide programme was designed for the 
teaching of Set theory, geometry etc. In this study the number of students 
selected was 126 and counter balanced three group experimental design were 
used. He made use of teacher made unit test as an instrument. For information 
analysis T-test was used. The self-learning method as a teaching method was 
more effective in this study and the remaining two methods; the education 
games method and tape-slide method were found equally effective methods. 
More over, the educational games method as supplementary teaching method 
was found more effective and the remaining two methods; self learning 
method and tape-slide programme method were found equally effective 
methods. 
 Kundalia (2001) initiated the study at Ph.D. level and its title was "The 
design and effectiveness of geometrical instrument skill development 
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programme". In this study, he prepared geometrical instrument skill 
development programme in the form of directives and video films. 125 
subjects (persons) were selected in this study. He used only two similar group 
post-test design. As an instrument the geometrical instrument skill test was 
designed. Mann Whit's U-test was used as analysis technique. Both the forms 
of geometrical instruments skill development programme prepared for 
research study were found effective. 
 Karia (2001) started the study at Ph.D. level. The title was 
"Effectiveness of Computer Assisted Learning as self-learning technique". In 
this study with the help of self-learning how much expert can one become 
was studied. Here by studying the acquired results of study it was found that 
programmed learning for boys and girls, and computer assisted learning were 
equally effective. 
 Ramanuj (2001) started the study at Ph.D. level and its title was 
"Effectiveness of Instrument based teaching of Mathematics'. Some 
instruments were designed in the study by the researcher. The teaching was 
given to the students with the help of these instruments. The result revealed 
that the instrument based teaching method was more effective. 
2.5 REVIEW FROM RESEARCH SUMMARIES : 
 In previous studies Mehta (1989) had studied the effectiveness of 
teaching aid with lecture method. Dave (1992) made comparative study of the 
effectiveness of mathematical games, programmed learning and exercise 
method as supplementary teaching method. Patadia (1987) studied the 
effectiveness of teaching for effective learning. Dave (1997) studied the 
design and effectiveness of educational games, self learning literature and 
tape-slide programme as main and supplementary method. 
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 In their previous studies, the study on subjects was taken up by Mehta 
(1989) at Std. 3 and 5. Dave (1992) at Std. 3, Patadia (1998) at secondary 
level, Dave (1997) at Std. 9 and Kundaliya (2001) at Std. 8 level. 
 In these studies 184 subjects (persons) of Mehta (1989), 60 of Dave 
(1992), 94 of Patadia (1987), 126 of Dave (1997) and 25 of Kundalia (2001) 
were selected. 
 In earlier studies Mehta (1989) used T-test analysis as analysis 
technique, Dave (1992) used co-discussion analysis, Patadia used percentile, 
mean, standard deviation, co-efficient of correlation and t-test, Dave (1997) 
used T-test and Kundaliya (2001) used T-test of Mann Whit as analysis 
technique. 
 In earlier studies, the teaching given by teaching aid in the study of 
Mehta (1989) as the main conclusion was found effective. In the study of 
Dave (1992) mathematical games as teaching method was found effective. In 
the study by Patadia (1987) the technique for effective learning was found 
effective. In the study by Dave (1997) self learning method as main teaching 
method and mathematical games as supplementary teaching method was 
found effective. In the study by Kundaliya (2001) both the forms of 
geometrical instrument skill development programme was found effective. 
 In earlier studies, Mehta (1989), Dave (1992), Dave (1997) and Patadia 
(1997) made use of teacher made test as an instrument whereas Kundaliya 
(2001) used geometrical instrument skill development test as an instrument. 
2.6 FIFTH SURVEY OF RESEARCH IN EDUCATION (1988-
1992) : 
 Studies based on computer assisted learning. 
 In this survey, the details of summary of three researches regarding 
computer assisted learning has been presented in the table as under : 
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 According to Omkar Singh Deval in "The Fifth Survey of Research in 
Education", the teaching instruments and audio-visual equipments were 
famous only in their expository form in forties and fifties. It use was 
insignificant in class interaction. But in the period of last 15 years, due to 
development of modern instruments and technology the field of education has 
also benefited from it. The uses of TV, radio and other audio-visual media 
have increased very significantly in the field of education, and its feasibility 
has also proved to be significant. In between 1988-1992, 76 studies were 
conducted in terms of education technology in which 22 researches regarding 
audio-visual media and educational TV programmes, 7 researches regarding 
audio media and educational radio programmes, 23 researches regarding 
microteaching and other educational techniques, 4 researches regarding 
personnel system of instruction (PSI) and effective learning, 13 researches 
regarding programmed learning, other educational instruments and film strips, 
4 researches regarding educational news graphics and 3 researches regarding 
computer assisted learning programme were conducted. 
 The researcher has presented the review through three research 
summaries regarding computer-assisted learning. 
 Singh, Ahluwalia and Verma tested as a part of their project work the 
effectiveness of computer assisted learning programme for mathematics in 
higher secondary school in terms of traditional teaching in which the 
achievement of the group studying through computer assisted learning 
programme was found significantly very high. Also the attitude of students of 
mathematics was found predicative. Moreover, the effect of sex on attitude 
towards acquired achievement and mathematics could not be seen. 
 Jayamani (1991) tested the effectiveness of adaptive model in teaching 
through computer assisted learning for physics of Std. 11 in which the 
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average of scores of experimental group was higher than that of the controlled 
group. Besides, the effect of sex was not seen on the achievement. 
 Ross (1992) examined the effectiveness of computer assisted learning 
software in terms of low-achiever students in which the computer assisted 
learning with or without teacher was more effective than the traditional 
teaching method. Moreover assistance of teacher along with computer 
assisted learning in low-achiever children was proved to be more effective. 
Distinct features of the research : 
 The distinct features of this research other than earlier researches have 
been given here : 
² The research was conducted on the subject of science at secondary 
level. 
² In this research, experiment was conducted on students of Std. 8, 9 and 
10. 
² For the research the science confidence test was designed. 
² Modern softwares of computer technology were used in the research. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
STUDY DESIGN AND ITS BASES 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTORY: 
 The study design lies in the base of the study conducted by an 
researcher. Prior to this some problem arises in the mind of the researcher. 
There is a popular principle of eminent psychologist, Mr. Kotler, in 
which he revealed in animals that they sometime get solution to their problem 
which is called “Flesh Of Insight” ( Robin & Mc Neil 1981 ). 
Similarly, such incidence occur to the researcher also. Before selecting 
a problem the researcher in order to reach to the problem, goes deep in many 
subjects the researcher is automatically attracted towards the matters of his 
interest and at last after studying many reference texts experiences a flash of 
some problem from within. We can take the example of Newton who while 
resting under a tree saw an apple falling downwards and his insight flashed as 
to “why did the apple come down?”. The problem emerging from these few 
words gave an extraordinary principle to physics and today we are able to 
send satellites in space by this very principle. 
The researchers mostly reach to the selection of problem in such 
similar manner. 
The researcher carries the selected problem to its solution and passes 
through chosen steps. The researcher plans in his mind as to how can he 
passes through the ladder of problem towards solution. This arrangement of 
the researcher is the study design to find the solution of a problem the 
researcher will select which sample to be used and how will he determine the 
sample, which instrument will he use, which information will he collect, how 
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will he analysis the acquired information and for many such other thing 
require pre-planning which is called the study design. 
 
3.2 SCOPE:  (Pervasion) 
It means a group of subjects from which the sample is chosen for 
experiment, when researcher actually defines scope he determines, which kind 
and what kind of subjects, and then from them he selects a sample which 
reflects the quality of scope. 
In this study, the effectiveness of teaching of science through computer 
at secondary level was tested and the units of science from Std. 8, 9 & 10at 
secondary level were selected. As a result, the students of Std. 8, 9 & 10 of 
secondary school of Gujarati medium of Gujarat State were included in the 
scope of the research. 
 
3.3 SAMPLING: 
 Sample means a group of representative of subjects chosen for 
experiment.  
The basis of simplicity and size of a sample lies in variable of the 
study, correctness of the result to be obtained, extend and difficulty of scope, 
number of controlled variables, method of information analysis and method of 
the study. The selected sample besides being the representative of the scope 
should be bias-free. Sampling saves time, energy and labor which can be 
taken for better use. As a result of this, deep and detailed studies can be 
conducted. 
In experimental research selection of a smaller sample as compared to 
that in descriptive research does the work. Thus, it becomes difficult to find a 
sample for experiment research which represents the scope. 
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In the research of this kind of survey bigger samples can be obtained 
by information interview, questionnaire or other devices, such as, test. Once 
the test is tried the application of device is not necessary but the independent 
variable is used for long time. So the researcher however works with sample 
subjects for a long time the sample is smaller as compared to survey or other 
kind of researches. 
 (A) Probability Sample Methods: 
   1. Incidental Or Accidental Sample 
   2. Stratified Incidental Sample  
   3. Systematic Sample 
   4. Cluster Sample. 
 (B) Decisive Sampling Methods: 
   5. Concomitant Sample 
   6. Intentional Sample  
   7. Quota Sample. 
 (C) Other Sampling Methods: 
   8. Pair Sample 
   9. Dual Sample  
 10 Sequence Sample.  
 11. Multi Stage Sample. 
 
(A) SCHOOL SELECTION: 
For convenience in experiment, and co-operation from school 
management, Principals, Teachers and Students regarding the experiment two 
primary schools of Rajkot were chosen. These schools were chosen to get 
more cooperation suitable for selection of intentional sample. The schools 
were : 
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1. Shri Om Vidyalaya For Boys. 
2. Shri Kanya Vidyalaya For Girls. 
 
(B) GROUP SELECTION: 
In the two schools, namely Shri Om Vidyalaya and Shri Kanya 
Vidyalaya selected for the research for implementation of the experiments, 
two groups were selected. While selecting the groups the understated things 
were taken into consideration. 
 There were two classes of Std. 8, 9, 10 in Shri Om Vidyalaya. All the 
students of both the classes were given notes / chits bearing their names and 
two groups of each class were formed. To determine the method of teaching, 
the notes were prepared bearing computer aided teaching method and lecture 
method in them. The chits decided the teaching method for each group. ‘A’ 
was assigned to the group, which was to given the teaching through computer 
aided teaching method and "B' to the group which was to given teaching, by 
lecture method. 
Shri Kanya Vidyalaya had only one class of each standard. The student 
of each class of each Stds. Were asked to grab a chit accidentally and like this 
they were distributed in Group-1 and Group-2. After the formation of these 
groups, these groups were to be given teaching by which method was decided 
by lifting chits bearing computer aided teaching method and lecturer method 
written in them. After selection of the notes / chits the teaching method of 
each group was decided. ‘A’ was assigned to the group which was to be given 
teaching by computer aided teaching method and ‘B’ to the group for lecture 
method. Like this, with the help of accidentalization both the group of each 
class was selected. 
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This way, the experimental groups of each standard of both the schools 
were given teaching by computer aided teaching method and controlled group 
of each std. of each school given by lecture method. The information 
regarding the experiment conducted in this study, schools selected for that 
purpose, classes selected from the schools and the number of students of that 
class has been shown in table 3.1. 
The number of boys present during the experiment from beginning to 
end is only shown in the table. 
Table 3.1 
The Sample Selected for Experiment 
 
 
Experi- 
ment  
Sr. No. 
Name of School Type of 
School In 
Terms of 
Sex 
Std. 
and 
Class 
Group Strength  
of  
Students 
8A Experimental 35 1. Shri Om Vidyalaya Boys 
8B Controlled 35 
8A Experimental 35 2. Shri Kanya 
Vidyalaya 
Girls  
8B Controlled 35 
9A Experimental 35 3. Shri Om Vidyalaya Boys 
9B Controlled 35 
9A Experimental 35 4. Shri Kanya 
Vidyalaya 
Girls  
9B Controlled 35 
10A Experimental 35 5. Shri Om Vidyalaya Boys 
10B Controlled 35 
9A Experimental 35 6. Shri Kanya 
Vidyalaya 
Girls  
9B Controlled 35 
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3.4 RESEARCH METHOD: 
Generally in research study, the researcher uses and implements only 
one method out of historical explanatory or experimental research method. 
The historical research method is used to derive general conclusions 
after solving the problem by scientific method for understanding present 
situation in context of past situation. 
After knowing present situation on the basis of that, for future 
decisions and evaluating present situation with ideal situation any one of the 
explanatory method is used to solve the problem by scientific method. 
If one variable affects the other, then the experimental research method 
is applied to examine the purpose of that effect. 
In this research, the experimental method was implemented to examine 
the effectiveness of computer aided method of teaching science. 
. 
3.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH: 
Experimental research method is more pure and scientific than any 
other forms of researches. The amount of control, held on experiment 
research is more than that in explanatory researches. Thus, a systematic and 
logical relationship is established between the effect of factors and 
observation applied in the research. It is desired in the hypothesis in 
experimental research that some previous characteristic (independent 
variable) have relationship with other characteristics, event or effect in 
succession. To examine whether the perceived probabilities will emerge or 
not, the experimentalists gains control over all the probabilities and by 
applying the independent variable only and by studying the obtained results 
he/she can accept or reject the hypothesis in terms of applied variables.  
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The situation which is prepared for specific reasons by which the 
research principle or hypothesis is tested is experimental research. 
3.4.2 CHARACTERISTIC OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH:- 
The experimental research in an arranged situation, gives appropriate 
result regarding the effect of specific method. To find an appropriate solution 
to a problem through experimental research these types of characteristics are 
considered essential. 
3.4.2.1  CONTROL ON VARIABLES:- 
During experiment on a dependent variable, some variables influences 
automatically so the fear of results of research being polluted arises. 
Therefore to maintain the reliability of the experiment, the researcher 
identifies such variables and controls them by different methods. 
 In this research the variables like standard, subject, content matter, 
medium of study, and class of student, teacher’s teaching ability and school 
environment which affect on dependent variables were identified. It was tried 
by researcher to keep these variables in control. 
 
3.4.2.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE: 
The researcher identifies the variables which influence on dependent 
variables and after controlling them implements the independent variables. He 
studies the relationship between independent variable and dependent 
variables. The categories of independent variables are adaptable to the 
purposes of the experiment for the implementation of independent variables 
Appropriate method and programme suitable to the purpose is organized.  
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In this research the independent variable had two categories; computer 
aided teaching method and lecture method for the implementation of which 
the experimental work was organized. 
 
3.4.2.3. MEASUREMENT OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE: 
 In this research the researcher examines the effect of independent 
variable in dependent variable. After applying independent variable the 
researcher measures dependent variable with the help of appropriate 
instrument and examines the effect on independent variable. 
 The dependent variables taken in this research were science 
achievement, science confidence and science retention. 
3.4.2.4 REPETITION OF EXPERIMENT: 
By repetition of experiment through same method on new subjects the 
validity expansion, generalization and reliability of the result is enhanced. 
The repetition is also included in experimental research For this an 
experiment is conducted on girls of std. 8, 9, 10 of Mahatma Gandhi primary 
school. Similarly the experiment was also implemented on boys & std. 8, 9, 
10 of Saurashtra Primary School. 
3.5  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: 
Experimental Design is an important aspect of experiment. Time, 
method, revision and validity of work can be determined by the experimental 
design. This way design is a blueprint of whole experiment for 
experimentalist. Which type of design is to be selected depends on the 
objectives of experiment.  
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3.5.1. PRE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: 
There is no or very less control over other variables in this design. It 
fails to control the factors, which endanger the internal reliability of the 
experiment. This design, which has some separate elements of experimental 
design, is called pre-experimental design. It’s types can be shown as under. 
 1. One study group 
 2. One group pretest-post test design 
 3. Two group design (as it is) 
3.5.2.  PARTLY EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:-  
 In this design the factors which endanger the internal reliability of the 
experiment are being controlled However the emergence  of prejudice could 
not be brought water control, this design is not as qualitative as complete – 
experimental design. But, this design is considered better than can be stated as 
under: 
 1. Unmatched controlled group pretest – post test design. 
 2. Counter balanced groups design 
 3. Periodical design. 
3.5.3. PURE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: 
In this experiment an attempt has been made to control the factors 
affecting the internal reliability of the experiment at most care is being taken 
according to the requirement of the design. No kind of compromise is to be 
entertained in this. This design is the best among all this types. The types can 
be shown as under: 
 1. Two groups incidental subjects post test design. 
 2. Two groups incident paired subjects only post test design. 
 3. Two incidental groups pretest. Post test design. 
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 4. ;M,MDFG V:DLS'T Four groups design 
 5. Organic/ Factorial design: 
3.5.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN INTERNS OF THE SCREEN 
 In this research the effect of independent variable (teaching method) on 
dependant variable was to be tested. For this two groups each of std. 8, 9, 10 
ware selected by incidentallization. One experimental group from class was 
taken. This way, among pure experimental design in the research “Two 
groups, accidental subjects only post tests were selected. The presentation of 
the design is as under: 
Table 3.2 
Two group, accidental subject, Only post- test design. 
 
Group Pre test  Dependent 
Variable 
Post - test 
Experimental 
Group 
- Computer 
assisted lecture 
method. 
- Science achievement  test 
- Science confidence inventory  
- Science achievement retest 
Controlled 
Imp. 
- Lecture method - Science Achievement test 
- Sci. confidence inventory 
- Science achievement retest. 
 
3.6 PLANNING IN CONTEXT OF TEACHING METHODS: 
 The effect of independent variable on dependent variable was to be 
measured in this research. Independent variable was the teaching method. 
Two categories of independent variable were:  
1. Computer assisted teaching method. 
2. Lecture method. 
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 To measure the effect of these two methods, experimental group for 
teaching aid based method and controlled group for lecture method were 
formed.  
 Certain units of Std. 8, 9, 10 were selected for teaching on both the 
groups. The selected units were as under:  
Std. 8: 
1. Change in weight when a solid substance submerges in liquid. 
2. Experiment to understand the retraction of light in a glass 
prizum.. 
3. To describe the electromagnetism by figure. 
4. To be aware of the world of 
(i) Microorganisms 
(ii) Bacteria 
(iii) Fungi 
(iv) Algae. 
Std. 9: 
1. To acquire understanding about modern periodic table 
2. Experiment to find out specific heat of a substance (Copper) 
3. Experiment to note time and change occurring in temperature of 
heat of boiling water after ice melts and the instruments use3d 
in the experiment. 
4. Mixture of original colors. 
5. To understand the internal structure of the human heart. 
6. To understand the contribution of body in human excellence. 
Class – 10 
1. To obtain information about divisional extraction. 
2. Ecosystem, food web. 
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3. Nitrogen cycle 
4. Frots slotation process of raw material of sulphide mineral (forming 
system) 
5. Experimental of preparation of methane gas 
6. Experimental of preparation of ethane gas 
7. Universe 
(i) Solar system 
(ii) Dopplar effect. 
 
3.6.1 Perception of selected units to students through computer: 
 Students were taken to the computer laboratory. The software was 
installed in the system. The students were shown the slides coming on 
regarding topic. When the slide was shown the voice recorded was also heard 
by the students. The students thus were able to see what was spoken. This 
way the students were listening and also observing the topic taught to them. 
When it was necessary the repetition was done and the theoretical portion was 
drilled. After the satisfaction of the students the new topic was taught. 
 
3.7 TOOLS : 
 The researcher thinks about which tools should be used to obtain the 
information during the constructions of study design. The selection of tools 
depends up to the type of problem and hypothesis. So the researcher selects 
the tools for study by examining the utility, reliability, validity and objectivity 
of the tool. 
Details of answers to be used  in the study are given as under: 
1. Questionnaire 
2. Interview 
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3. Rating scale 
4. Check lists 
5. Score cards. 
6. Attitude scale 
7. Oppinionaire 
8. Observation 
9. Sociometry 
10. Psychological Tests 
 In the research the effect of independent variable; teaching technique 
on dependent variable (i) Science achievement (ii) Science confidence (iii) 
Science retention was measured. To examine this effect certain instrument 
used are shown as under: 
1. Design of the instrument for measurement of Science achievement: 
After the completion of teaching work in both, experimental groups 
and controlled groups of Std. 8, 9, 10 the test for measurement of science 
achievement was conducted. Three teacher made tests were designed for 
measurement of Science achievement in Std. 8, 9, 10 For each test total of 25 
marks were decided. 
2. Instrument for measurement of confidence in science: 
 On the basis of the mathematics confidence test designed by Sejpal 
D.K, the researcher designed science confidence measurement inventory. 
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CHAPTER - 4 
THE USE OF SOFTWARE  
IN CLASSROOM 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTORY : 
 This research was conducted to measure the effect of independent 
variable on dependent variable. In this research the independent variable of 
two categories : (1) Lecture method (2) Computer assisted teaching method; 
were determined. Three dependent variables : (1) Science achievement, (2) 
Science confidence and (3) Science retention; were determined. To test the 
effectiveness of the computer assisted teaching method, the software, which 
can be used in science subject at secondary level, was selected.  
 In this chapter the details about which selected unit of the software was 
taught and in that software how was the slide presented before the student, has 
been explained.  
 
4.2 SELECTED EXPERIMENTS IN THE STUDY : 
 The selected experiments are presented in the computer slide form are 
as follows: 
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3G 5NFY"G[ 5|JFCLDF\ WLD[ WLD[ 0]AF0JFDF\ VFJ[ tIFZ[ T[GF JHGDF\ YTF[ 
O[ZOFZ GSSL SZJFGF[ 5|IF[UP 
C[T]\ o 3G 5NFY"G[ 5|JFCLDF\ WLD[ WLD[ 0]AF0JFDF\ VFJ[ tIFZ[ T[GF JHGDF\ YTF[ 
O[ZOFZ GSSL SZJF[P 
;FWG;FDU|L o WFT]GF[ G/FSFZ4 l:Ý\USF\8F[4 5F6L EZ[,]\ :Y/F\TZ 5F+4 SFRGF[ 
G/FSFZP 
ZLT o WFT]GF[ G/FSFZ ,. T[GL l+HIF VG[ µ\RF. GF[\WF[P G/FSFZGL µ\RF. 5Z 
+6 lGXFG SZF[ S[ H[YL NZ[S EFU D}/ µ\RF.GF[ !q$ CF[I4 G/FSFZG[ l:5|\USF\8F 5Z 
,8SFJL T[G]\ CJFDF\ JHG SZF[P (W1). 
CJ[  G/FSFZG[ 5F6L EZ[,F :Y/F\TZ 5F+DF\ ,8SFJF[ S[ H[YL T[GF SNGF[ !q$ EFU 
5F6LDF\ 0}A[P l:5\USF\8F 5ZG]\ JFRG GF[\WF[(W2)P VF H 5|DF6[ G/FSFZGF[ !qZ EFU4 
#q$ EFU VG[ 5}ZF[5}ZF[ EFU 5F6LDF\ 0}A[ T[D ,8SFJL NZ[S JBT[ l:5\|USF\8F 5ZG]\ 
JFRG GF[\WF[P 
VJ,F[SG o VJ,F[SGF[ GLR[GF SF[9FDF\ GF[\WF[P 
5NFY"G]\ CJFDF\ JHG W1 
VJ,F[SG G/FSFZGL 
0}A[,L ,\AF. 
;[DLDF\ (1) 
G/FSFZGF 
0}A[,F EFUG]\ 
SN WG 
l:5|\USF\8F 5Z 
GF[\WFT]\ JHG 
(W1) 
JHGDF\ YTF[ 
N[BLTF[ 38F0F[ 
(W1-W2) 
!P     
ZP     
#P     
$P     
lG6"I o  VJ,F[SG SF[9FGF K[<,F SF[,D 5ZYL GSSL YFI K[ S[ G/FSFZ H[D H[D 
5F6LDF\ JW] 0}ATF[ HFI K[ T[D T[D T[GF JHGDF\ YTF[ N[BLTF[ 38F0F[ JWTF[ HFI K[P 
V[8,[ S[ 5F6LG]\ TFZSA/ JWT]\ HFI K[P G/FSFZ 5F6LDF\ ;\5}6" 0}AL UIF 5KL 
JWFZ[ µ\0F.V[ 0]AF0JF KTF\ JHGDF\ YTF N[BLTF 38F0FDF\ SF[. H O[ZOFZ YTF[ GYLP  
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ÒJF6]\ SNDF\ +6 ,FB U6F\ GFGF\ K[P 
º ÒJF6]\VF[ o 
;FDFgIT o ÒJF6]\GL J'lâ AC] H h05L K[P :I]0F[DF[GF; 5|SFZGF ÒJF6] ,UEU NZ 
)P5 DLGL8[ AD6F YTF HFI K[P .X[lZlXIF SF[,L ÒJF6]4 H[ DFGJLGF VF\TZ0FGF 
K[0F TZOGF EFUDF\ CF[I K[4 ,UEU NZ Z_ lDGL8[ AD6F YFI K[P 8LAL s1FIf 
VG[ S'Q9ZF[UGF ÒJF6]GL J'lâ 5|DF6DF\ W6L H WLDL K[P s8LAL s1FIf GF ÒJF6] 
,UEU !& S,FS[ AD6F YFI K[Pf ÒJF6]GF lJSF; DF8[ E[HJF/]\ VG[ C}\OF/]\ 
JFTFJZ6 VG]S}/ K[P B}AH GLR]\ S[ B}AH µ\R] TF5DFG ÒJF6]GF lJSF; DF8[ 
5|lTS}/ K[P 
sÒJF6] äFZF ZF[UF[ YFI K[ T[J]\ ;F{ 5|YD ZF[A8" SF[S; GFDGF HD"G lJ7FGLV[ .P;P 
!(*& DF\ ;FlAT SI]" CT]\Pf 
º O}U o 
AU0L UI[,F O/4 JF;L 5F\p4 VYF6F\ S[ HFDGL AZ6LDF\ E}ZF v ,L,F S[ ;O[N 
DBD, H[JF 5F[RF VG[ B}A H XFBFI]ST TF\T6F HF[JF D/[ K[ T[G[ O}U SC[ K[P 
O]UGF D]bI A[ 5|SFZ K[ s!f IL:8 VG[ sZf DF[<0 
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O]UGF OFINF o s!f A[SZLDF\ 5F\p VG[ S[S AGFJJF O]U p5IF[UL K[P sZf HJDF\YL 
lAVZ4 O/F[GF Z;DF\YL NF~4 RF[BF VG[ NF/GF ,F[8GF lDz6DF\YL -F[S/F\4 .0,L 
VG[ -F[\;F AGFJJF 5L:8 J5ZFI K[P s#f T[ 5GLZ AGFJJF p5IF[UL K[P s$f 
lA,F0LGF 8F[5 H[JL O]U BF[ZFS TZLS[ p5IF[UL K[P s5f 5[lGl;,LG H[JF\ 
V[lg8AFIF[l8S VF{QFWF[ O]UDF\YL AGFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 
O]UGF U[ZOFINF o s!f O]UG[ ,LW[ BF[ZFS AU0[ K[P sZf O]UG[ ,LW[ DSF.4 Wp TYF 
A8F8F JU[Z[ 5FSG[ ZF[U ,FU] 50[ K[P s#f S50F\4 RFD0]\4 ,FS0]\ JU[Z[ O]U ,FUJFYL 
TZT SFDDF\ ,. XSFTF\ GYLP s$f S[8,LS 5|SFZGL O]UG[ ,LW[ NZFH4 BZHJ]\ JU[Z[ 
RFD0LGF ZF[UF[ YFI K[P 
O]UGF lJlJW 5|SFZF[ o s!f 5F\p 5Z HF[JF D/TL O]U sdI}SZf sZf V[:5ZÒ,; s#f 
5[lGl;l,ID s$f IL:8 VG[ s5f lA,F0LGF[ 8F[5P 
º ,L, o 
,L, lJlJW 5|SFZGL CF[I K[P V[SSF[QFLI ,L, VG[ AC]SF[QFLI ,L,P lJlJW 5|SFZGF 
Z\HSãjIF[ WZFJTL ,L, H[JL S[ ,F,4 ANFDL4 GL,ClZT4 ,L,L JU[Z[P OI}S; 
s;ZUF;Df ANFDL Z\UGL ,L, K[P :5FIZF[UFIZF ,L,F Z\UGL K[P VF[l;,[8F[lZIF 
GL,ClZT Z\UGL K[P p5ZF\T GF[:8F[S4 V[GFALGF JU[Z[ lJlJW 5|SFZGL ,L, K[P 
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DF[ZY}Y}GF ãFJ6DF\YL lJn]T 5|JFC 5;FZ SZTF YTL V;ZF[ RSF;JFGF[ 5|IF[U 
C[T]\ o DF[ZY}Y}GF ãFJ6DF\YL lJn]T 5|JFC 5;FZ SZTF YTL V;Z ;DHJLP 
;FWG ;FDU|L o DF[ZY}Y}GF ãFJ64 TF\AFGL 58L4 SFA"GGF[ ;l/IF[4 SFRG]\ 5F+4 
A[8ZL4 JFCS TFZP 
ZLT o SFRGF 5F+DF\ DF[ZY}Y}G\] ãFJ6 ,F[P T[DF\ SFA"GGF[ ;l/IF[ VG[ TF\AFGL 58L 
D}SF[ A[8ZLGF zFJ6 W]|J ;FD[ SFA"GGF ;l/IFG]\ VG[ 3G W|]J ;FD[ TF\AFGL 58LG]\ 
HF[0F6 SZF[P SFA"GGF[ ;l/IF[ VG[ TF\AFGL 58L V[SALHFG[ :5X[" GCL T[GL SF/Ò 
ZFBF[P VFS'lTDF\ ATFjIF 5|DF6[ l:JR NFAL lJn]T 5lZRI 5}6" SZF[P X]\ YFI K[ T[G]\ 
VJ,F[SG SZF[P 
VJ,F[SG o  
 SFA"GGF ;l/IF 5Z TFAFG]\ :TZ KJFI[,]\ N[BFX[P 
lG6"I o  
 DF[ZY}Y}GF ãFJ6DF\YL lJn]T 5;FZ SZTF T[DF\YL TF\A] V,U 50L SFA"GGF 
;l/IF 5Z KJFI K[P  
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SFRGF ,\AWGDF\ YTF 5|SFXGF JÊLEJGG[ ;DHJF DF8[GF[ 5|IF[U 
C[T] o SFRGF ,\AWGDF\ YTF 5|SFXGF JÊLEJGGL 38GF ;DHJLP 
;FWG ;FDU|L o SFRGF[ ,\AWG4 ;O[N SFU/4 0=F.U AF[0"4 8F\S6LVF[4 S\5F; 5[8LP 
ZLT o 0=F[.\U AF[0"5Z ;O[N SFU/ D}SL T[GF 5Z SFRGF[ ,\AWG UF[9JF[P 5[lg;, J0[ 
,\AWGGL PQRS ;5F8L VF\SL ,F[ PQ G[ ,\A G CF[I T[JL Z[BF AB NF[ZF[4 H[ PQ G[ B 
DF\ K[N[P Z[BF AB 5Z A[ 8F\S6LVF[ P1 VG[ P2 pEL BF[;F[PCJ[ ,\AWGGL ALÒ AFH] 
RS TZOYL HF[. 8F\S6LVF[ P3 VG[ P4 V[JL ZLT[ BF[;F[ S[ H[YL P1 VG[ P2 GF\ SFRDF\ 
N[BFTF\ 5|lTlA\A VG[ 8F\S6LVF[ P3 VG[ P4 V[S ;LWL ,L8LDF\ N[BFIP SFRGF[ ,\AWG 
TYF 8F\S6LVF[ P3 VG[ P4 p5F0L ,F[P 8F\S6LVF[ P3 VG[ P4 YL 50[,F\ lKãF[ HF[0L Z[BF 
CD NF[ZF[ H[ RS G[ C DF\ D/[P B VG[ C HF[0F[P B VG[ C VFU/ ,\AWGGL VF\S[,L 
;5F8LG[ ,\AZ[BFVF[ VG]ÊD[ MN VG[ M 'N'  NF[ZF[P 
VJ,F[SG o VF5FTSF[6 MBA  SZTF\ JÊLEJGSF[6 NBC GFGF[ K[P 
lG6"I o 5|SFXG]\ lSZ6 5FT/F DFwIDDF\YL 38' DFwIDDF\ HTF\ ,\A TZO J/[ K[P 
VFD4 JÊLEJGG[ ,LW[ 5|SFXGF lSZ6GF[ DFU"AN,FI K[P  
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VFW]lGS VFJT" SF[Q8S 
VFW]lGS VFJT" SF[Q8SDF\ TtJF[G]\ JUL"SZ6 T[DGF 5ZDF6]ÊDF\SG[ VFWFZ[ SZJFDF\ 
VFjI]\ K[P 
VFJT"DF\ V[S TtJYL ALHF TtJGF[ 5ZDF6]ÊDF\S ÊDX o V[SYL JW[ K[P V[S TtJ 
ALHF TtJGF 5ZDF6]\EFZF\SDF\ ÊDX o JWFZF[ VlGIlDT K[P VFYL VFW]lGS VFJT" 
SF[Q8S TtJF[GF 5ZDF6]\ÊDF\S VG];FZ UF[9J6L JW] TFlS"S K[P 
VFW]lGS VFJT" SF[Q8SGF\ VFJTF[" o 
s!f 5C[,]\ VFJT" ;F{YL GFG]\ K[P T[DF\ OST A[ H TtJF[ v CF.0=F[HG VG[ lCl,IG 
K[P 
sZf ALHF VG[ +LHF VFJTF[" ,3] VFJTF[" K[P T[ NZ[SDF\ ( TtJF[ K[P 
s#f RF[YF VG[ 5F\RDF VFJTF[" NLW" VFJTF[" K[P VF NZ[S VFJT"DF\ !( TtJF[ K[P 
s$f K9]\ VFJT" ;F{YL JW] NLW" K[P T[DF\ #Z TtJF[ K[4 H[ 5{SL !$ TtJF[ lJZ, WFT] 
JU"GF\ K[P 
s5f ;FTD]\ VFJT" V5}6" K[P 
GF[\Wo Z4(4(4!(4!(4#Z TtJF[GF[ VF ÊD H]NF\ H]NF\ TtJF[GF 5ZDF6]VF[GF 
.,[S8=F[G ;\ZRGFGF[ 5Z lGN["X SZ[ K[P  
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5NFY"GL lJlXQ8 pQDF SZJFGF[ 5|IF[U 
C[T] o 5NFY" sTF\A]f GL lJlXQ8 pQDF XF[WJLP 
;FWG ;FDU|L o TF\AFG]\ 5F+4 5F6L4 YZDF[DL8Z4 SFRGF[ ;l/IF[4 VJFCS VFJZ64 
,FS0FG]\ 5F+4 A[ SF6F\JF/] ,FS0FG]\ -F\S64 J{7FlGS +FHJ]\ JU[Z[P 
ZLT o J{7FlGS +FHJFYL DNNYL TF\AFGF 5F+G]\ N/ (m) XF[WF[P TF\AFGF 5F+GF 
;\;U"DF\ YZDF[DL8Z ZFBL T[G]\ X~VFTG]\ TF5DFG (t1)   GF[\WF[P SFRGF ALSZDF\ 500 
DL,L s500 U|FDf 5F6L ,.G[ T[G[ ,UEU 80° C YL 90° C ;]WL UZD SZF[P UZD 
5F6LG]\ TF5DFG (t2)  GF[\WF[P VFS'lTDF\ ATFjIF D]HA UF[9J[,F TF\AFGF 5F+DF\ VF 
UZD 5F6L Z[0F[P 5F+ 5Z A[ SF6F\JF/]\ ,FS0FG]\ -F\S6 UF[9JF[P 5F6LG[ SFRGF ;l/IF 
J0[ JBTF[ JBT C,FJTF ZCF[P UZD 5F6L TF\AFGF 5F+G[ UZDL VF5X[P 
YZDF[DL8ZDF\ TF5DFG HF[TF ZCF[P HIFZ[ YZDF[lD8ZDF\ 5FZF[ GLR[ pTZTF[ V8SL HFI 
tIFZ[ TF5DFG (t3) GF[\WF[P VF TF5DFG TF\AFGF 5F+ VG[ T[DF\ Z[0[,F 5F6LG]\ V\lTD 
TF5DFG CX[P 
AZO 5LU/L AG[,]\ 5F6L pS/[ tIF\ ;]WL UZDL VF5TF\ TF5DFGDF\ YTF 
O[ZOFZGL ;DI ;FY[ GF[ \W SZJLP 
A[ l,8ZGL U]\HFXJF/F V[S ;BT SFRGF ALSZDF\ VFXZ[1 lSU|F AZOGF[ E}SF[ GFBF[P 
T[DF\ ;[l<;I; YZDF[DL8Z D}SL AZOG]\ pQ6TFDFG GF[\WF[ H[ 0°C CX[P VFS'lTDF\ 
ATFjIF D]HA ALSZG[ WLD[ TF5[ UZD SZF[P ALSZDF\GF AZOG[ E[/S J0[ ;TT 
C,FJTF ZCF[P NZ A[ S[ +6 lDlG8[ TF5DFG GF[\WTF ZCF[P AWF[ AZO G 5LU/[ tIF\ 
;]WL TF5DFG 0°C ZC[X[P AZO 5LU/L UIF 5KL TF5DFG WLD[ WLD[ JWX[ VG[ 5F6L 
pS/[ tIFZ[ TF5DFG 100°C YX[P pS/TF 5F6LG[ UZDL VF5JFG]\ RF,] ZFBXF[ TF[ 
56 TF5DFG JWX[ GlCP 
D}/ Z\UF[GL D[/J6L o 
,F,4 ,L,F[ VG[ E}ZF[ VF +6 D}/ Z\UF[G[ ;\IF[Ò D}/ Z\UF[ SC[ K[P 
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+6 8F[R" ,. V[SGF SFR 5Z ,F,4 ALÒGF SFR 5Z ,L,F[ VG[ +LÒGF SFR 5Z 
E}ZF Z\UGF[ 5FZNX"S SFU/ AF\WF[P V\WFZF VF[Z0FDF\ ;O[N 50NF 5Z VF +6[ 
8F[R"DF\YL 5|SFX V[JL ZLT[ 5F0JF NF[ S[ H[YL +6[GL lSZ6FJ,L V[SALHF 5Z VF5FT 
YFIP 
,F,4 ,L,F[ VG[ E}ZF[ VF +6DF\YL A[ Z\UF[GL D[/J6LYL D/TF Z\UF[ o 
,F, ´ E]ZF[ v D[H[g8F sM v 3[ZF[ HF\A]l0IF[ ,F,f 
E}ZF[ ´ ,L,F[ v ;FI[G sC v ,F,GF[ 5]ZJ6L v DF[Z5L\Kf 
,F, ´ ,L,F[ v 5L/F[ (Y) 
VF 5|DF6[ D}/ Z\UF[GL IF[uI 5|DF6DF\ D[/J6L SZLG[ GJF Z\UF[ D[/JL XSFI K[P  
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DFGJ ìNIGL VF\TZLS ZRGF 
DFGJXZLZGL KFTLGF 5F[,F6DF\ VFJ[,]\ ìNI :GFI]VF[G]\ AG[,]\ V[S DF\;, V\U K[P 
T[ ;DIUlTS ;\SF[RG sVFS]\RGf VG[ lXlY,G slJ:TZ6f NXF"JT]\ B}A H DCtJG]\ 
V\U K[P T[ RFZ B\0F[G]\ AG[,]\ K[P p5,F A[ B\0F[G[ S6"S VG[ GLR,F A[ B\0F[G[ 1F[5S 
SC[ K[P ìNIGL DwIDF\ V[S pEF[ DF\;, 50NF[ CF[I K[4 H[ A\G[ S6"SF[G[ T[DH A\G[ 
1F[5SF[G[ V[SALHFYL H]NF 5F0[ K[P HD6F S6"S VG[ HD6F 1F[5S JrR[ T[DH 0FAF 
S6"S VG[ 0FAF 1F[5S JrR[ VF0F[ 50NF[ CF[I K[P 0FA]\ S6"S 0FAF 1F[5S ;FY[ JF<JI]ST 
lKã ;\A\W WZFJ[ K[P VF JF<JG[ läN, JF<J SC[ K[P HD6]\ S6"S HD6F 1F[5S ;FY[ 
l+N, JF<JI]ST lKä ;\A\W WZFJ[ K[P 
HD6F S6"SDF\ V[S pwJ"DCFlXZF VG[ V[S VW o DCFlXZF B},[ K[P VF DCFlXZFVF[ 
HD6F S6"SDF\ A[ DF[8F\ lKãF[ B},[ K[P VF lKãF[ JF<JI]ST K[P 0FAF S6"SDF\ 
O[O;FDF\YL Z]lWZ ,FJTL O]%;]; lXZFVF[ B},[ K[P 
HD6F 1F[5SDF\YL V[S DF[8L O]%O]; WDGL GLS/[ K[4 HIFZ[ 0FAF 1F[5SDF\YL DCFWDGL 
GLS/[ K[P ìNIGL ;DU| AFCI;5F8L 5lZìNFJ6 TZLS[ VF[/BFTF 5FT/F VG[ 
A[J0F 50YL W[ZFI[,L CF[I K[P  
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5[8=F[l,IDGF lJEFGLI lG:I\NG DFlCTL 
5[8=F[l,IDGF\ lJlJW 38SF[GF\ ptS,GlA\N] H]NF\ H]NF\ CF[JFYL T[G]\ lJX]âLSZ6 
lJEFULI lG:I\NG 5âlTYL YFI K[P VF lÊIF DF8[ lJEFULI lG:I\NG 8FJZGF[ 
p5IF[U YFI K[P 
5[8=F[l,IDG[ CJFGL U[ZCFHZLDF\ 450° ;[ YL  µ\RF TF5DFG[ UZD SZL lJEFULI 
lG:I\NG 8FJZDF\ NFB, SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF TF5DFG[ 0FDZ sVF:OF<8f l;JFIGF 
AWF H 38SF[GL AFQ5 AG[ K[P AFQ5 8FJZDF\ p5Z HTF 9\0L 50[ K[P H[ 38SG]\ 
ptS,GlA\N] ;F{YL JWFZ[ CF[I T[G]\ 5|YD 5|JFCLSZ6 Y. GLR[GF EFUDF\ K]8]\ 50[ K[P 
GLR[YL p5Z HTF H]NF H]NF 38SF[ T[DGF ptS,GlA\N]GF pTZTF ÊDDF\ K]8F 50[ K[P 
AFSL ZC[,F JFI]VF[ 8FJZGF p5ZGF EFUDF\YL ACFZ GLS/[ K[P 
5[8=F[l,IDGF lJEFULI lG:I\NG äFZF D/TL VUtIGL 5[NFXF[ GLR[ D]HA K[ o 
5[8=F[l,ID JFI]VF[4 5[8=F[,4 G[%YF4 S[ZF[;LG4 l0h,4 µ\H6 T[,4 A/T6 T[, VG[ 
0FDZP 
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lDY[G JFI] AGFJJFGF[ 5|IF[U 
;FWGF[ o ;BT SFRGL S;G/L4 V[S SF6FJF/F[ A}R4 lJDF[RG G/L4 JFI]5F+F[4 
SFRG]\ 5F+4 ALvCF.J X[<O4 AG"Z :8[g0P 
5NFYF[" o ;F[0LID V[l;8[84 ;F[0F ,F.D4 5F6LP 
ZLT o ;BT SFRGL S;G/LDF\ 2 U|FD ;F[l0ID V[l;8[8 VG[ 2 U|FD ;F[0F ,F.DG]\ 
lDz6 ;BT SFRGL S;G/LG[ AG"Z J0[ UZD SZF[P 
;F[l0ID V[l;8[8 VG[ ;F[0F ,F.DDF\GF ;F[l0ID CF.0=F[S;F.0 JrR[ ZF;FIl6S 
5|lÊIF lDY[G JFI] D]ST YFI K[P 
5|lÊIFG]\ ;DLSZ6 o CH3COONA + NaOH ? CH4 + Na2 CO3 
pt5gG YI[,F lDY[G JFI]G[ 5F6LGF VW o :YFGF\TZYL JFI]5F+F[DF\ V[S9F[ SZJFDF\ 
VFJ[ K[P 
lDY[GGF U]6WDF[" o s!f T[ 5F6LDF\ VãFjIF[ K[P sZf T[ Z\UCLG VG[ U\WCLG JFI] K[P 
s#f T[ CJF SZTF\ C,SF[ K[P s$f T[ NCGXL, JFI] K[P s5f CJFDF\ ;/UFJTF\ E}ZL 
HIF[TYL ;/UL SFA"G 0FIF[S;F.0 VG[ 5F6L pt5gG SZ[ KP VF 5|lÊIF pQDF1F[5S 
5|lÊIF K[P 
º .Y[G JFI] AGFJJFGF[ 5|IF[U o 
;FWGF[ o ;BT SFRGL S;G/L4 V[S SF6FJF/F[ A}R4 lJDF[RG G/L4 JFI]5F+F[4 
SFRG]\ 5F+4 ALvCF.J X[<O4 AG"Z4 :8[g0P 
ZLT o YF[0L Z[TL ,. T[DF\ YF[0]\ S[ZF[;LG lDz SZF[ sZ[TLG[ S[ZF[;LGYL EL\HJF[fP VF 
lDz6 ;BT SFRGL S;G/LDF\ ,F[P S;G/L VF0L ZFBL S;G/LGF VFU/GF 
EFUDF\ RLGL DF8L VYJF 5F[;["l,GGF GFGF 8]S0F UF[9JL VFS'lTDF\ NXF"jIF D]HA 
;FWGF[ UF[9JF[P 5|YD RLGL DF8L ,F,RF[/ YFI tIF\ ;]WL AG"Z J0[ UZD SZF[P tIFZ 
5KL S[ZF[;LG WZFJTL Z[TLG[ UZD SZF[P AG"ZGL HIF[T J0[ JFZFOZTL RLGL DF8L 
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VG[ S[ZF[;LG WZFJTL Z[TLG[ h05YL UZD SZTF ZCF[P S[ZF[;LG v sCF.0=F[SFA"Gf G\] 
lJE\HG Y. .YLG JFI] D]ST YX[ s.YLG JFI] 5F6LGF VW o :YFGF\TZYL 
JFI]5F+DF\ V[S9F[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[Pf 
.Y[GGF U]6WDF[" o s!f T[ 5F6LDF\ VãFjI K[P sZf T[ Z\UCLG VG[ U\WCLG JFI] K[P 
s#f T[ NCXGL, JFI] K[P s$f CJFDF\ ;/UFJTF\ D[XJF/L HIF[T ;FY[ A/[ K[P s5f 
.Y[G JFI]DF\ A|F[lDG pD[ZL C,FJTF\ A|F[lDGGF[ ANFDL Z\U N}Z YFI K[P s&f .Y[G 
JFI]DF\ D\N V[l;l0S 5F[8[lXID 5ZD[U[G[8G]\ ãFJ6 pD[ZL C,FJTF ãFJ6 Z\UCLG AG[ 
K[P  
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A|ïF\0GL pt5lT lJX[GL DFgITFVF[ 
.P;P !)Z_ DF\ V[0lJG CA, GFDGF BUF[/lJ7FGLV[ 5F[T[ GF[\W[,F\ VJ,F[SGF[ 
5ZYL NXF"jI]\ S[ U[,[S;LVF[ l:YZ GYL4 5Z\T] T[VF[ V[SALHFYL h05YL N}Z H. ZCL 
K[P VFD4  A|ïF\04 VlJZ656[ lJ:TZL ZCI]\ K[P 
BUF[/XF:+LVF[GF DT D]HA U[,[S;LVF[ V[SALÒYL N}Z Y. ZCL CF[JFG]\ SFZ6 
E}TSF/DF\ AG[,L SF[. 38GF CF[JL HF[.V[P VF 38GF V[8,[ lJ:OF[8P E}TSF/DF\ 
DCFlJ:OF[8G[ SFZ6[ U[,[S;LVF[ V[SALHFYL N}Z WS[,F. K[P 
U[,[S;LVF[ V[SALHFYL N}ZHFI K[ T[GF SZTF p<8L 5lZl:YlT lJRFZLV[ sV[8,[ S[ 
V[SALHFGL GÒS VFJTL HFI K[f4 TF[ VFXZ[ 15 x 109 JQF"DF\ VFB]\ A|ïF\0 V[S 
lA\N]JT AGL HFIP VFGF[ VY"V[ YIF[ S[15 x 109 JQF" 5C[,F\ lJ:OF[8 YIF[ CF[JF[ HF[.V[ 
VG[ U[,[S;LVF[ V[SALHFYL N}Z WS[,F.G[ VFHGL l:YlTDF\ 5CF[\RL K[P 
;}I"D\0/ o ;}I"4 ;}I"GL VF;5F; OZTF U|CF[4 ,3]U|CF[ TYF U|CF[GL VF;5F; OZTF 
p5U|CF[GF AG[,F ;D}CG[ ;}I"D\0/ SC[ K[P 
;}I"D\0/GL pt5lT VFXZ[ 4.5 x 109  JQF" 5C[,F Y. CF[JFG]\ DGFI K[P T[ ;DI[ ;}I"GL 
VFH]AFH] TSTL VFSFZG]\ JFI]G]\ JFN/ ;HF"I[,]\ CT]\P VF JFI] ;\SF[RG 5FDTF[ UIF[ 
H[DF\YL GFGF B0SF[ AgIFP VF GFGF B0SF[ s;]1D p5U|CF[f ;TT V[SALHF ;FY[ 
VY0FIF SZTFP VY0FD6 NZdIFG T[VF[ T}8TF VG[ OZL 5FKF HF[0F.G[ DF[8F B0S 
AGTFP DF[8F GFGF B0SF[G[ VFSQFL"G[ JWFZ[ DF[8F B0SDF\ O[ZJFTF\ ÊDX o VF B0SF[ 
U|CF[GF SNGF AgIFP VFJL 5|lÊIFG[ SFZ6[ ;}I"D\0/G]\ lGDF"6 YI]\P  
;}I"D\0/ V[ D\NFlSGL U[,[S;LGF[ V[S EFU K[P 
;}I"D\0/DF\ ;}I"4 ;}I"GL VF;5F; OZTF U|CF[4 ,3] U|CF[ TYF U|CF[GL VF;5F; OZTF 
p5U|CGF[GF[ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P 
;}I"D\0/DF\GF GJ U|CF[ ;}I"G[ S[gã:YFG[ ZFBL H]NL H]NL S1FFVF[DF\ ;}I"GL VF;5F; 
5lZE|D6 SZ[ K[P 
0F[%,Z V;Z o ;F5[1F UlT NZdIFG VJ,F[SGSFZ VG[ TZ\U pNŸUD swJlG v 
pt5FNSf JrR[G]\ V\TZ 38T]\ CF[I4 TF[ VJ,F[SGSFZ wJGLGL D}/ VFJ'lT SZTF\ JWFZ[ 
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VFJ'lTGF[ VG]EJ SZ[ K[P HF[ VF V\TZ JWT]\ CF[I TF[ VJ,F[SGSFZ TZ\UGL D}/ 
VFJ'lT SZTF\ VF[KL VFJ'lTGF[ VG]EJ SZ[ K[P 
VJ,F[SGSFZ VG[ l:YZ DFwIDDF\ TZ\U pNŸUD swJlG v pt5FNSf JrR[GL ;F5[1F 
UlTG[ SFZ6[ wJlGGL VFJ'lTDF\ VFEF;L O[ZOFZ YI[,F[ H6FI K[P 38GFG[ 0F[%,Z 
V;Z SC[ K[P 5|SFXG]\ ;\RZ6 56 TZ\U~5[ YT]\ CF[JFYL 5|SFXGL AFATDF\ 56 
0F[%,Z V;Z ;\EJ[ K[P  
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VgGHF/ 
lGJ;GT\+DF\ JG:5lTtIFCFZL 5|F6LVF[GF 5FIF 5Z ZRFI[,L BF[ZFS DF8[ pTZF[TZ 
5Z:5Z VFWFZ ZFBTF\ 5|F6LVF[GF ;D}CGL 5Z:5Z ;\S/FI[,L z[6LG[ VgGH/ 
SC[JFI K[P 
VYJF 
lJlJW lGJ;GT\+DF\ VFCFZG[ ,1FDF\ ZFBL ZRFTL VG[ 5Z:5Z ;\S/FI[,L VFCFZ 
X'\B,FVF[G[ VgGHF/ SC[ K[P 
º S]NZTDF\ GF.8=F[HGRÊ o 
JFTFJZ6DF\  GF.8=F[HGG]\ 5|DF6 ,UEU *(@ H[8,]\ CF[I K[P ;ÒJF[ 5|tI1F ZLT[ VF 
GF.8=F[HGGF[ ;LWF[ p5IF[U SZL XSTF GYLP JG:5lT HDLGDF\YL GF.8=F[HGG]\ 
XF[QF6 V[DF[lGID GF.8=F.8 VG[ GF.8=[8 H[JF 1FFZF[:J~5[ 5F6LGF DFwID äFZF SZ[ 
K[P 
S9F[/ JU"GL JG:5lTVF[4 DUO/L TYF lXdAL S]/GL VgI JG:5lTVF[GL D}/ 
U\l0SFVF[DF\ ZC[,F ZF.hF[lAID A[S[8[lZIF VG[ VgI D}/DF\ ZC[,L GF[:8F[S VG[ 
V[GFALGF GFDGL GL,ClZT ,L, CJFDFGF D]ST GF.8=F[HGG]\ HDLGDF\ 
GF.8=F[HGI]ST 1FFZF[DF\ ~5F\RZ SZL :YF5G SZ[ K[P JG:5lT VG[ 5|F6LVF[GF 
D'TN[CF[DF\YL T[DH T[D6[ pt5gG SZ[,F D/ VG[ VgI tIST ãjIF[DF\YL 56 HDLGDF\ 
ZC[,F ;]1D ÒJF[ V[DF[lGIF TYF V[DF[lGID GF.8=F.8 VG[ GF.8=[8 H[JF 1FFZ 5|F%T 
SZL VF5[ K[P JG:5lT VFJF GF.8=F[HG I]ST 1FFZF[G]\ XF[QF6 SZL T[DF\YL 5|F[8LGG]\ 
;\` ,[QF6 SZ[ K[P 
5|F6LV[F JG:5lTG\] E1F6 SZLG[ T[DF\YL H~ZL GF.8=F[HG D[/J[ K[4 H[ 5|F6LVF[GF 
XZLZGF 5|F[8LGGF A\WFZ6 DF8[ J5ZFI K[P 5|F6LVF[ HIFZ[ D'tI] 5FD[ K[ tIFZ[ 
HDLGDF\ ZC[,F lJ38S VG[ ~5F\TZ ;]1D ÒJF[ T[DGF 5|F[8LGG]\ lJ38G SZL 
GF.8=F[HGGF ;Z/ 1FFZF[ D]ST SZ[ K[P HDLGDF\ ZC[,F\ S[8,F\S ÒJF6]VF[ 
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GF.8=F[HGI]ST 5NFYF["DF\YL GF.8=F[HG K]8F[ 5F0[ K[P VFD4 GF.8=F[HGRÊ RF<IF SZ[ 
K[P 
º lGJ;G T\+ 
lGJ;GT\+ ;ÒJ VG[ lGÒ"J 38SF[G]\ AG[,]\ CF[I K[P T/FJ4 GNL4 ;ZF[JZ4 NlZIF[ 
H[JF\ H,LI lGJ;GT\+F[ VG[ T'6E}lD4 H\U,4 Z6 H[JF\ :Y/ H lGJ;G\T+F[ K[P 
VF p5ZF\T JF0L sAFUFITf4 B[TZ4 DFK,L3Z H[JF\ S'l+D lGJ;GT\+F[ 56 K[P 
lGJ;G\T+DF\ H{lJS T[DH VH{lJS 38SF[ CF[I K[P H{lJS 38SF[DF\ pt5FNSF[ s,L,L 
JG:5lTf4 p5EF[STF sT'6FCFZL4 DF\;FCFZL4 ;J"E1FLf4 lJ38SF[ VG[ ~5F\TZSF[ 
s5ZF[5ÒJLf D'TF[5ÒJL GF[ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P VH{lJS 38SF[DF\ ;}I"5|SFX4 TF5DFG4 
JFI]VF[4 5F6L4 HDLG VG[ 5F6LDF\GF 1FFZF[4 B0SF[4 JFTFJZ6DF\ E[H JU[Z[GF[ 
;DFJ[X YFI K[P  
º ;<OF.0 BGLHF[JF/L SFRL WFT]G]\ ;\S[gã6 sOL6 pt%,JG 5âlTf o 
;<OF.0 BGLHF[JF/L SFRL WFT]VF[ sH[JL S[ SF[5Z4 ,[04 lh\SGL ;<OF.0I]ST SFRL 
WFT]VF[f GF ;\S[gã6 DF8[ OL6 pt%,JG 5âlTGF[ YFI K[P VF 5âlTDF\ V[S DF[8F 
5F+DF\ 5F6L VG[ 85["g8F.GG]\ lDz6 ,. SFRL WFT]GF[ AFZLS 5Fp0Z GFBJFDF\ 
VFJ[ K[P SFRL WFT]DFGF ;<OF.0GF S6F[ 85["g8F.GG]\ EL\HFI K[4 HIFZ[ DF8L VG[ 
Z[TLGF S6F[ 85["g8F.GYL EL\HFTF GYLP VF lDz6DF\ V[S G/L DFZOT[ NAF6YL CJF 
5;FZ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P DF8L4 Z[TL JU[Z[GF S6F[ 5F6L J0[ EL\HF. 5F+GF T/LI[ 
A[;[ K[P ;<OF.0 BGLHJF/F OL6G[ ALHF 5F+DF\ ,. 5F6LYL WF[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 
VFD SZJFYL SFRL WFT]G]\ ;\S[gã6 YFI K[ VG[ BGLHDF\YL DF8L4 Z[TL JU[Z[ N}Z YFI 
K[P  
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CHAPTER - 5 
INFORMATION ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTORY : 
 This experimental research is regarding the effect of independent 
variable on dependent variable. As an independent variable, the teaching 
method had two categories; Lecture method and Computer aided teaching 
method. As dependent variables; Science achievement, science confidence 
and science retention were covered. It was to be examined that if using 
computer aided teaching method the science achievement , science confidence 
and science retention of the students can be affected or not. 
5.2 EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED : 
 In this study two group experimental research design was used. The 
study was to be conducted in context of Std. 8, 9, 10 and boys and girls. So 
total number of six experiments were taken up : 
Experiment - 1 conducted on boys of class - 8  
Experiment - 2 conducted on girls of class - 8 
Experiment - 3 conducted on boys of class - 9 
Experiment - 4 conducted on girls of class - 9 
Experiment - 5 conducted on boys of class - 10 
Experiment - 6 conducted on girls of class - 10 
 Two schools of Rajkot city were chosen for the above experiments. In 
Std.8 the number of boys as samples in experimental group and controlled 
group were 35 and 35 respectively whereas number of girls in both the groups 
were 34 and 35 respectively. In class-9 the number of boys as samples were 
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35 to 35 respectively whereas the number of girls where 35 and 35 
respectively. In Class-10 the number of boys were 35 and 35 respectively and 
girls were 35 and 35 respectively. 
 To test the dependent variables involved in study with the help of 
teacher made test which covered the selected units of science, the 
measurement of science achievement was done. For the measurement of 
science confidence by making use of "I want to speak about mathematics" 
designed by Sejpal D. K., the researcher designed a science confidence 
measurement test and on the basis of that the science confidence was 
measured. For the measurement of science retention, the teacher made test 
was used. When the first test was taken the score obtained by that test were 
preserved. After one and half month the test was repeated and again the scores 
were recorded. The difference of the score was taken as retention. 
 
5.3 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF ACQUIRED 
INFORMATION THROUGH EXPERIMENT : 
 Two group experimental design corresponding to the objectives of the 
study were used and six experiments were made as shown above. In each 
experiment after care-treatment to computer aided teaching method on 
experimental group and lecture method on controlled group with the help of 
appropriate tools, the measurement of science achievement, science 
confidence and science retention was done.  
 To examine the effect of teaching method on science achievement, 
science confidence and science retention the analysis and interpretation of 
acquired information through each experiment has been shown in order. 
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Besides, the decision regarding acceptance and non-acceptance of related 
null-hypothesis and research hypothesis has also been presented. 
 
5.3.1 The analysis and interpretation of acquired scores at the end of 
experimental-1. 
 To examine the affect of computer assisted teaching method on science 
achievement, science confidence and science retention the experiment was 
conducted on boys of std. 8. During the experiment two groups; experimental 
group and controlled group, which were formed accidentally, were subjected 
to teaching by lecture method and computer assisted learning method in 
sequence. 
 The scores obtained at the end of the experiments are shown in Table 
5.1. The analysis of these scores suitable to the objectives of the study has 
been presented in Table 5.2. 
 In this table the analysis has been shown in three parts. The upper part 
contains the analysis of scores of science achievement, the middle contains 
the analysis of scores of confidence in science and the lower part contains 
analysis of scores of science retention. In each analysis the value for 
determining the significance of number of subjects in experimental and 
controlled group, average of scores of dependent variables, standard deviation 
and the difference between two averages has been shown. 
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Table - 5.1 
Scores of experimental and controlled group obtained at the end of experimental-1 
Std. : 8; Sex : Boys; Group : Experimental; Science achievement 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 73 65 70 3 
2 82 69 77 5 
3 57 50 52 5 
4 58 65 55 3 
5 68 62 65 3 
6 74 70 70 4 
7 46 62 35 11 
8 81 60 75 6 
9 65 48 60 5 
10 42 55 35 7 
11 59 65 50 9 
12 71 62 65 6 
13 74 60 62 12 
14 38 38 33 5 
15 45 50 37 8 
16 65 68 61 4 
17 72 70 66 6 
18 42 45 38 4 
19 81 80 79 2 
20 60 62 55 5 
21 65 68 61 4 
22 72 65 70 2 
23 45 50 40 5 
24 55 54 51 4 
25 62 55 61 1 
26 65 70 62 3 
27 74 70 70 4 
28 65 60 62 3 
29 75 55 70 5 
30 51 44 35 16 
31 39 74 31 8 
32 92 85 88 4 
33 55 67 42 13 
34 65 75 55 10 
35 85 78 81 4 
Total strength 2218 2176  199 
Average 63.37 62.17  5.68 
Standard 
deviation 
13.92 10.70  3.34 
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Scores of experimental and controlled group at the end of experiment-1 
Std. : 8; Sex : Boys; Group : Controlled; Science achievement 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 49 47 43 6 
2 62 61 57 5 
3 55 54 47 8 
4 58 65 51 7 
5 64 62 58 6 
6 48 45 41 7 
7 58 59 53 5 
8 78 80 71 7 
9 71 74 62 9 
10 64 61 57 7 
11 54 54 49 5 
12 52 51 47 5 
13 59 49 56 3 
14 74 72 66 8 
15 48 45 41 7 
16 36 39 27 9 
17 48 51 37 11 
18 74 71 65 9 
19 48 51 42 6 
20 46 51 38 8 
21 38 40 32 6 
22 39 45 31 8 
23 69 65 58 11 
24 47 44 37 10 
25 68 66 58 10 
26 47 44 42 5 
27 59 51 52 7 
28 85 82 77 8 
29 78 72 71 7 
30 65 61 52 13 
31 58 55 52 6 
32 64 61 58 6 
33 35 35 32 3 
34 55 58 51 4 
35 47 45 41 6 
Total strength 2000 1966  248 
Average 57.14 56.17  7.09 
Standard 
deviation 12.72 11.88  2.26 
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Table - 5.2 
Analysis of the scores at the end of Experimental-1 
(Std. 8; Sex - Boys) 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Achievement 
Group Strength Average Standard 
deviation 
t-value 
Experimental 35 63.37 13.92 
Controlled 35 57.14 12.72 
1.961* 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Confidence 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 62.17 10.70 
Controlled 35 56.17 11.88 
2.226* 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Retention 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 5.68 3.34 
Controlled 35 7.08 2.26 
2.055* 
  * Significant at 0.05 level      
** Significant at 0.01 level  
 
 The table 5.2 indicates that the average of science achievement of 
experimental group was higher that of the controlled group, because t-value of 
significance of different of both the averages of both the subjects of both the 
group was 1.961 which was significant at 0.05 level. Thus the First Null 
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Hypothesis of the study was not accepted. As a result of this the First 
Research Hypothesis is accepted. That is, the computer assisted teaching 
method was more effective than lecture method in terms of computer assisted 
science achievement in context of science achievement of boys of Class 8.  
 The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science confidence of experimental and controlled group was 2.226, 
which is significant at 0.05 level. This suggests that there is a significant 
difference between the averages of two groups. So the Second Null 
Hypothesis is not being accepted. As a result, the Second Hypothesis is 
accepted. So it can be said that in comparison to lecture method the science 
confidence of the students taught by computer assisted teaching was higher. 
In short we can say that the computer assisted learning method was more 
effective than lecture method, in terms of science faith of boys of Class 8. 
   The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science retention in boys of experimental and controlled group was 
2.055, which is significant at 0.05 level. This suggests that there is a 
significant difference between the averages of both the groups. So the Third 
Null Hypothesis is not accepted and as a result, the Third Research 
Hypothesis is accepted. The average of experimental group is lower than 
controlled group, so it can be said that in comparison to lecture method the 
science retention of the boys of science students taught by computer assisted 
teaching was better, that is, there forgetfulness was less. In short it can be said 
that the computer assisted learning method was more effective than lecture 
method in terms of science retention of boys of Class 8. 
 It can be concluded from the acquired results of experimental-1 that the 
science achievement of boys who received teaching through computer 
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assisted teaching was higher than the learning method. The confidence in 
science was more and science retention was also high. 
 
5.3.2 The analysis and interpretation of acquired scores at the end of 
experimental-2. 
 To examine the effect of computer assisted teaching method on science 
achievement, science confidence and science retention, this experiment was 
conducted on girls of std.8. During this experiment, the teaching was done 
through lecture method and computer assisted teaching method on two 
accidentally formed groups; experimental group and controlled group. 
 The scores acquired at the end of the experiment are shown in Table 
5.3. The analysis of scores corresponding to the objectives of study are 
presented in Table 5.4 
 In the table, the analysis is shown in three parts. In the upper part the 
analysis of scores of science achievement, in middle part the scores of 
analysis of science confidence and in the lower part analysis of scores of 
science retention has been shown. In each analysis, the values for determining 
the strength of subjects, averages of scores of dependent variables, standard 
deviation and the significance of difference between two averages are shown.  
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Table - 5.3 
Scores of experimental and controlled group obtained at the end of experimental-2 
Std. : 8; Sex : Girls; Group : Experimental; Science Confidence 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 49 42 46 3 
2 55 52 53 2 
3 50 54 44 6 
4 57 55 53 4 
5 88 85 84 4 
6 65 65 61 4 
7 75 62 72 3 
8 86 71 82 4 
9 49 49 46 3 
10 66 61 63 3 
11 86 74 83 3 
12 75 69 72 3 
13 45 52 41 4 
14 59 57 54 5 
15 95 82 90 5 
16 75 74 73 2 
17 53 55 49 4 
18 51 44 49 2 
19 65 65 62 3 
20 59 59 56 3 
21 56 61 51 5 
22 60 60 58 2 
23 45 40 43 2 
24 69 72 66 3 
25 75 70 74 1 
26 79 71 75 4 
27 59 61 57 2 
28 69 62 65 4 
29 72 64 69 3 
30 59 59 56 3 
31 67 67 65 2 
32 61 62 59 2 
33 54 57 50 4 
34 55 58 50 5 
35 62 61 55 7 
Total strength 2245 2152  119 
Average 64.14 61.49  3.40 
Standard 
deviation 12.72 10.09  1.29 
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Scores of experimental and controlled group at the end of experiment-2 
Std. : 8; Sex : Girls; Group : Controlled; Science Confidence 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 45 48 40 5 
2 44 42 40 4 
3 53 51 45 8 
4 49 47 45 4 
5 61 65 55 6 
6 40 52 35 5 
7 54 53 50 4 
8 81 74 75 6 
9 61 60 54 7 
10 71 58 65 6 
11 74 61 68 6 
12 59 59 57 2 
13 61 49 58 3 
14 68 65 65 3 
15 40 39 38 2 
16 45 40 41 4 
17 81 71 75 6 
18 71 68 65 6 
19 48 47 44 4 
20 51 44 45 6 
21 54 51 52 2 
22 61 59 58 3 
23 49 51 47 2 
24 51 53 49 2 
25 55 51 50 5 
26 56 45 51 5 
27 61 65 58 3 
28 71 62 66 5 
29 73 64 72 1 
30 49 58 44 5 
31 61 57 60 1 
32 62 55 59 3 
33 59 53 54 5 
34 54 57 48 6 
35 49 51 41 8 
Total strength 2022 1925  153 
Average 57.77 55.00  4.37 
Standard 
deviation 10.85 8.60  1.86 
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Table - 5.4 
Analysis of the acquired scores at the end of Experimental-2 
(Std. 8; Sex - Girls) 
Dependent Variable : Science Achievement 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 64.14 12.72 
Controlled 35 57.77 10.85 
2.254* 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Confidence 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 61.49 10.09 
Controlled 35 55.00 8.60 
2.893** 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Retention 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 3.40 1.29 
Controlled 35 4.37 1.86 
2.536* 
  * Significant at 0.05 level      
** Significant at 0.01 level  
 The table 5.4 suggests that the average of science achievement of 
subjects of experimental group was significantly higher than that of the 
controlled group, because the t-value for significance of difference between 
averages of the subjects of two group was 2.254 which was significant at 0.05 
level. Thus the Fourth Null Hypothesis is not being accepted. As a result of 
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this the Fourth Research Hypothesis is accepted. That is, the computer 
assisted teaching method was more effective than lecture method in terms of 
computer assisted science achievement in context of science achievement of 
girls of Class 8.  
 The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science confidence of experimental and controlled group was 2.893, 
which is significant at 0.01 level. This suggests that there is a significant 
difference between the averages of two groups. So the Fifth Null Hypothesis 
is not accepted. As a result, the Fifth Research Hypothesis is accepted. So it 
can be said that the science confidence of the students taught by computer 
assisted teaching method was more effective than lecture method in terms of 
science confidence of girls of Class-8.  
   The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
science retention in girls of experimental and controlled group was 2.536, 
which is significant at 0.05 level. This suggests that there is a significance 
difference between two averages. So the Sixth Null Hypothesis is not being 
accepted. As a result, the Sixth Research Hypothesis is accepted. The average 
of experimental group is lower than controlled group. So it can be said that in 
comparison to lecture method, the science retention of the girls taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was better, that is, there is forgetfulness 
was low. In short, the computer assisted learning method was more effective 
than lecture method in terms of science retention of girls of Class 8. 
 It can be concluded from the results obtained from the experimental-2 
that the science achievement of girls taught by computer assisted teaching 
method was higher than the lecture method. The confidence in science was 
high and the retention was also high. 
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5.3.3 The analysis and interpretation of scores acquired at the end of 
experimental-3. 
 This experiment was conducted on the boys of Std. 9 to examine the 
effect of computer assisted teaching method on science achievement, science 
confidence and science retention. During the experiment, the teaching was 
done by lecture method and computer assisted teaching method on 
accidentally formed two groups; experimental and controlled groups. 
 The scores acquired at the end of the experiment are shown in Table 
5.5. The analysis of scores corresponding to the objectives of study are 
presented in Table 5.6 
 In this table, the analysis has been in three parts. In the upper part has 
the analysis of scores of science achievement; in middle part the scores of 
analysis of science confidence and in the lower part analysis of scores of 
science retention. In each analysis, the values for determining the strength of 
subjects of both the groups, averages of scores of dependent variables, 
standard deviation and the significance of difference between two averages 
has been shown. 
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Table - 5.5 
Scores of experimental and controlled group obtained at the end of experimental-3 
Std. : 9; Sex : Boys; Group : Experimental; Science Retention 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 51 52 48 3 
2 48 42 45 3 
3 58 52 52 6 
4 56 50 50 6 
5 69 71 65 4 
6 49 54 43 6 
7 56 55 52 4 
8 87 85 83 4 
9 64 65 60 4 
10 65 61 62 3 
11 85 74 82 3 
12 74 69 71 3 
13 63 60 60 3 
14 85 89 83 2 
15 44 52 40 4 
16 58 57 53 5 
17 94 82 89 5 
18 74 74 72 2 
19 52 55 48 4 
20 60 61 55 5 
21 59 62 53 6 
22 70 65 64 6 
23 58 59 55 3 
24 55 61 50 5 
25 59 60 57 2 
26 44 40 42 2 
27 68 72 65 3 
28 74 70 73 1 
29 78 71 74 4 
30 58 61 56 2 
31 68 62 64 4 
32 71 64 68 3 
33 66 67 64 2 
34 60 62 58 2 
35 53 57 49 4 
Total strength 2233 2193  128 
Average 63.8 62.65  3.66 
Standard 
deviation 12.25 10.72  1.39 
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Scores of experimental and controlled group at the end of experiment-3 
Std. : 9; Sex : Boys; Group : Controlled; Science achievement 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 48 50 41 7 
2 39 41 34 5 
3 52 53 47 5 
4 49 47 44 5 
5 61 65 54 7 
6 40 52 34 6 
7 54 53 49 5 
8 81 74 74 7 
9 61 60 53 8 
10 51 52 44 7 
11 81 63 77 4 
12 59 59 56 3 
13 61 49 57 4 
14 68 65 64 4 
15 40 39 37 3 
16 45 40 40 5 
17 51 44 44 7 
18 54 51 51 3 
19 49 43 44 5 
20 51 49 44 7 
21 52 51 44 8 
22 61 59 57 4 
23 49 51 46 3 
24 51 53 48 3 
25 55 51 49 6 
26 56 45 50 6 
27 49 58 43 6 
28 61 57 59 2 
29 62 55 58 4 
30 52 51 49 3 
31 47 49 39 8 
32 62 66 56 6 
33 59 53 53 6 
34 54 57 47 7 
35 49 51 40 9 
Total strength 1914 1856  188 
Average 54.69 53.03  5.37 
Standard 
deviation 9.49 7.86  1.80 
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Table - 5.6 
Analysis of the scores at the end of Experimental-3 
(Std. 9; Sex - Boys) 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Achievement 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 63.80 12.25 
Controlled 35 54.68 9.49 
3.488** 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Confidence 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 62.65 10.72 
Controlled 35 53.02 07.86 
4.300** 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Retention 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 3.65 1.39 
Controlled 35 5.37 1.80 
4.457** 
  * Significant at 0.05 level      
** Significant at 0.01 level  
 
 The table 5.5 suggests that the analysis of science achievement of 
subject of experimental group was significantly higher than that of the 
controlled group because the t-value for significance of different between 
averages of subjects of both the group was 3.488 which was significant at 
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0.01 level. So the Seventh Null Hypothesis is not accepted. As a result of this 
the Seventh Research Hypothesis is being accepted. That is, the computer 
assisted teaching method was more effective than lecture method in terms of 
computer assisted science achievement in context of science achievement of 
boys of Std. 9.  
 The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science confidence of the subject of both the group was 4.300, 
which is significant at 0.01 level. This suggests that there is a significant 
difference between the averages of two groups. So the Eighth Null Hypothesis 
is not being accepted. As a result, the Eighth Research Hypothesis is 
accepted. So it can be said that in comparison to lecture method, the science 
confidence of boys taught through computer assisted teaching method was 
higher. In short, the computer assisted teaching method was more effective 
than lecture method, in terms of science confidence of boys of Std. 9. 
 The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science retention in boys of experimental and controlled group was -
4.457, which is significant at 0.01 level. This suggests that there is a 
significant difference between the averages of both the groups. So the Ninth 
Null Hypothesis is not accepted and as a result, the Ninth Research 
Hypothesis is accepted. The average of experimental group is lower than 
controlled group, so it can be said that in comparison to lecture method the 
science retention of the boys taught through computer assisted teaching 
method was better, that is, there forgetfulness was less. In short, the computer 
assisted lecture method was more effective than the lecture method in terms 
of science retention of boys of Std. 9. 
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 It can be concluded from the acquired results of experimental-3 that the 
science achievement of boys who received teaching through computer 
assisted teaching was higher than the lecture method. Science confidence was 
more and science retention was also high. 
 
5.3.4 The analysis and interpretation of scores obtained at the end of 
experimental-4. 
 This experiment was conducted on the girls of Std. 9 to examine the 
effect of computer assisted teaching method on science achievement, science 
confidence and science retention. During the experiment the teaching was 
done through lecture method and computer assisted teaching method on 
accidentally formed two groups; experimental group and controlled group 
 The scores obtained at the end of the experiment are shown in Table 
5.7. The analysis of scores corresponding to the objectives of study are 
presented in Table 5.8 
 In this table, the analysis has been shown in three parts. The upper part 
has the analysis of scores of science achievement, the middle part has analysis 
of scores of science confidence and the lower part has the analysis of scores 
of science retention. In each analysis, the values for determining the strength 
of subjects of both the methods, averages of scores of dependent variables, 
standard deviation and the significance of difference between two averages 
has been shown.  
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Table 5.7 
Scores of experimental and controlled group obtained at the end of experimental-4 
Std. : 9; Sex : Girls; Group : Experimental; Science achievement 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 65 61 62 3 
2 51 52 48 3 
3 48 42 45 3 
4 58 52 52 6 
5 56 50 50 6 
6 56 55 52 4 
7 87 85 83 4 
8 64 65 60 4 
9 74 62 71 3 
10 65 61 62 3 
11 85 74 82 3 
12 74 69 71 3 
13 63 60 60 3 
14 85 89 83 2 
15 44 52 40 4 
16 74 74 72 2 
17 52 55 48 4 
18 50 44 48 2 
19 64 65 61 3 
20 54 50 50 4 
21 55 61 50 5 
22 59 60 57 2 
23 44 40 42 2 
24 68 72 65 3 
25 74 70 73 1 
26 78 71 74 4 
27 58 61 56 2 
28 68 62 64 4 
29 71 64 68 3 
30 58 59 55 3 
31 54 57 53 1 
32 53 57 49 4 
33 54 58 49 5 
34 61 61 54 7 
35 54 54 48 6 
Total strength 2178 2124  121 
Average 62.22 60.68  3.45 
Standard 
deviation 11.39 10.63  1.40 
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Scores of experimental and controlled group at the end of experiment-4 
Std. : 9; Sex : Girls; Group : Controlled; Science achievement 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 39 41 35 4 
2 52 53 48 4 
3 45 48 40 5 
4 61 65 55 6 
5 40 52 35 5 
6 54 53 50 4 
7 81 74 75 6 
8 61 60 54 7 
9 71 58 65 6 
10 81 63 78 3 
11 59 59 57 2 
12 61 49 58 3 
13 40 39 38 2 
14 45 40 41 4 
15 81 71 75 6 
16 48 47 44 4 
17 51 44 45 6 
18 54 51 52 2 
19 49 43 45 4 
20 51 49 45 6 
21 52 51 45 7 
22 49 51 47 2 
23 51 53 49 2 
24 55 51 50 5 
25 61 65 58 3 
26 71 62 66 5 
27 73 64 72 1 
28 49 58 44 5 
29 61 57 60 1 
30 47 49 40 7 
31 62 66 57 5 
32 59 53 54 5 
33 54 57 48 6 
34 49 51 41 8 
35 48 52 39 9 
Total strength 1965 1899  160 
Average 56.14 54.25  4.57 
Standard 
deviation 11.32 8.50  1.97 
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Table - 5.8 
Analysis of the scores at the end of Experimental-4 
(Std. 9; Sex - Girls) 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Achievement 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 62.22 11.39 
Controlled 35 56.14 11.32 
2.241* 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Confidence 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 60.68 10.63 
Controlled 35 54.25 8.50 
2.793** 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Retention 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 3.45 1.40 
Controlled 35 4.57 1.97 
2.723** 
  * Significant at 0.05 level      
** Significant at 0.01 level  
 
 The table 5.8 suggests that the average of science achievement of 
subjects of experimental group was higher that of the controlled group 
because the t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
subjects of both the groups was 2.241 which is significant at 0.05 level. So, 
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the Tenth Null Hypothesis of the study was not accepted. As a result of this 
the Tenth Research Hypothesis is accepted. That is, the computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective than lecture method in terms of computer 
assisted science achievement in context of science achievement of girls of 
Class 9.  
 The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science confidence of experimental and controlled group was 2.793, 
which is significant at 0.01 level. This suggests that there is a significant 
difference between the averages of two groups. So the Eleventh Null 
Hypothesis of the study is not accepted. As a result, the Eleventh Research 
Hypothesis is accepted. So it can be said that in comparison to lecture 
method, the science confidence of the students taught by computer assisted 
teaching method was high. In short we can say that the computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective than lecture method, in terms of science 
faith of girls of Std. 9. 
   The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science retention in girls of experimental and controlled group was  
2.723, which is significant at 0.01 level. This suggests that there is a 
significant difference between the averages of both the groups. So the Twelfth 
Null Hypothesis of the study is not accepted. As a result the Twelfth Research 
Hypothesis is accepted. The average of experimental group is lower than 
controlled group, so it can be said that in comparison to lecture method the 
science retention of the girls of science students taught by computer assisted 
teaching method was better, that is, there forgetfulness was less. In short it 
can be said that the computer assisted learning method was more effective 
than lecture method in terms of science retention of girls of Std. 9. 
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 It can be concluded from the acquired results of experimental-4 that the 
science achievement of girls taught by computer assisted teaching method 
was higher than the lecture method. Science confidence was high and science 
retention was also high. 
 
5.3.5 The analysis and interpretation of acquired scores at the end of 
experimental-5. 
 This experiment was conducted on boys of Std. 10 to examine the 
effect of computer assisted teaching method on science achievement, science 
confidence and science retention. During this experiment, lecture method and 
computer assisted teaching method on accidentally formed two groups; 
experimental group and controlled group did the teaching. 
 The scores obtained at the end of the experiment are shown in Table 
5.9. The analysis of these scores corresponding to the objectives of the study 
is presented in Table 5.10 in which the analysis was shown in three parts.  
 In the upper part the analysis of scores of science achievement, in 
middle part the scores of analysis of science confidence and in the lower part 
analysis of scores of science retention has been shown. In each analysis, the 
values for determining the strength of subjects of both the groups, averages of 
scores of dependent variables, standard deviation and the significance of 
difference between two averages have been shown.  
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Table - 5.9 
Scores of experimental and controlled group obtained at the end of experimental-5 
Std. : 10; Sex : Boys; Group : Experimental; Science retention 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 57 55 54 3 
2 45 45 43 2 
3 65 61 62 3 
4 56 50 50 6 
5 69 71 65 4 
6 49 54 43 6 
7 56 55 52 4 
8 87 85 83 4 
9 64 65 60 4 
10 74 62 71 3 
11 85 71 81 4 
12 74 69 71 3 
13 63 60 60 3 
14 85 89 83 2 
15 44 52 40 4 
16 58 57 53 5 
17 74 74 72 2 
18 52 55 48 4 
19 60 61 55 5 
20 59 62 53 6 
21 70 65 64 6 
22 58 59 55 3 
23 55 61 50 5 
24 59 60 57 2 
25 44 40 42 2 
26 68 72 65 3 
27 74 70 73 1 
28 78 71 74 4 
29 58 61 56 2 
30 71 64 68 3 
31 58 59 55 3 
32 54 57 53 1 
33 53 57 49 4 
34 54 58 49 5 
35 61 61 54 7 
Total strength 2191 2168  128 
Average 62.60 61.94  3.65 
Standard 
deviation 11.36 9.74  1.49 
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Scores of experimental and controlled group at the end of experiment-5 
Std. : 10; Sex : Boys; Group : Controlled; Science achievement 
 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 48 50 42 6 
2 39 41 35 4 
3 52 53 48 4 
4 45 48 40 5 
5 44 42 40 4 
6 40 52 35 5 
7 54 53 50 4 
8 81 74 75 6 
9 61 60 54 7 
10 71 58 65 6 
11 74 61 68 6 
12 40 44 38 2 
13 61 49 58 3 
14 68 65 65 3 
15 40 39 38 2 
16 45 40 41 4 
17 81 71 75 6 
18 71 68 65 6 
19 48 47 44 4 
20 51 44 45 6 
21 52 51 45 7 
22 61 59 58 3 
23 49 51 47 2 
24 51 53 49 2 
25 55 51 50 5 
26 56 45 51 5 
27 61 65 58 3 
28 71 62 66 5 
29 73 64 72 1 
30 52 51 50 2 
31 47 49 40 7 
32 62 66 57 5 
33 59 53 54 5 
34 54 57 48 6 
35 49 51 41 8 
Total strength 1966 1887  159 
Average 56.17 53.91  4.54 
Standard 
deviation 11.82 9.16  1.76 
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Table - 5.10 
Analysis of the scores at the end of Experimental-5 
(Std. 10; Sex - Boys) 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Achievement 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 62.60 11.36 
Controlled 35 56.17 11.73 
2.328* 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Confidence 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 61.94 9.74 
Controlled 35 53.91 9.05 
3.570** 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Retention 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 3.65 1.49 
Controlled 35 4.54 1.75 
2.274* 
  * Significant at 0.05 level      
** Significant at 0.01 level  
 
 The table 5.10 suggests that the average of science achievement of 
subject of experimental group was higher than that of the controlled group, 
because t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
subjects of both the group was 2.328 which is significant at 0.05 level. Thus 
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the Thirteenth Null Hypothesis of the study is not accepted. As a result of this 
the Thirteenth Research Hypothesis is accepted. That is, the computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective than lecture method in terms of computer 
assisted science achievement in context of science achievement of boys of 
Class 10.  
 The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science confidence of subjects of both the groups was 3.570, which 
is significant at 0.01 level. This suggests that there is a significant difference 
between the averages of two groups. So the Fourteenth Null Hypothesis of the 
study is not being accepted. As a result, the Fourteenth Hypothesis is 
accepted. So it can be said that in comparison to lecture method the science 
confidence of the boys taught by computer assisted teaching was high. In 
short, the computer assisted teaching method was more effective than lecture 
method, in terms of science confidence of boys of Std. 10. 
   The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science retention in boys of experimental and controlled group was  
2.274, which is significant at 0.05 level. This suggests that there is a 
significant difference between the averages of both the groups. So the 
Fifteenth Null Hypothesis of the study is not accepted. As a result, the 
Fifteenth Research Hypothesis is accepted. The average of experimental 
group is lower than controlled group, so it can be said that in comparison to 
lecture method the science retention of the boys of science students taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was better, that is, there forgetfulness was 
less. In short, the computer assisted teaching method was more effective than 
lecture method in terms of science retention of boys of Std. 10. 
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 It can be concluded from the acquired results of experimental-5 that the 
science achievement of boys who received teaching through computer 
assisted teaching was higher than the lecture method. Science confidence was 
high and science retention was also high. 
 
5.3.6 The analysis and interpretation of scores obtained at the end of 
experimental-6. 
 This experiment was conducted on girls of Std.10 to examine the effect 
of computer assisted teaching method on science achievement, science 
confidence and science retention. During this experiment, the teaching was 
done through lecture method and computer assisted teaching method on 
accidentally formed two groups; experimental group and controlled group. 
 The scores acquired at the end of the experiment are shown in Table 
5.11. The analysis of scores corresponding to the objectives of study are 
presented in Table 5.12 
 In the table, the analysis is shown in three parts. In the upper part the 
analysis of scores of science achievement, in middle part the scores of 
analysis of science confidence and in the lower part analysis of scores of 
science retention has been shown. In each analysis, the values for determining 
the strength of subjects of both the groups, averages of scores of dependent 
variables, standard deviation and the significance of difference between two 
averages have been shown. 
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Table 5.11 
Scores of experimental and controlled group obtained at the end of experimental-6 
Std. : 10; Sex : Girls; Group : Experimental; Science retention 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 66 61 63 3 
2 52 52 49 3 
3 49 42 46 3 
4 59 52 53 6 
5 70 71 66 4 
6 50 54 44 6 
7 57 55 53 4 
8 65 65 61 4 
9 75 62 72 3 
10 86 71 82 4 
11 49 49 46 3 
12 86 74 83 3 
13 75 69 72 3 
14 45 52 41 4 
15 59 57 54 5 
16 95 82 90 5 
17 75 74 73 2 
18 51 44 49 2 
19 65 65 62 3 
20 55 50 51 4 
21 60 62 54 6 
22 71 65 65 6 
23 59 59 56 3 
24 56 61 51 5 
25 60 60 58 2 
26 69 72 66 3 
27 79 71 75 4 
28 59 61 57 2 
29 59 59 56 3 
30 55 57 54 1 
31 72 71 69 3 
32 61 62 59 2 
33 54 57 50 4 
34 55 58 50 5 
35 62 61 55 7 
Total strength 2215 2137  130 
Average 63.29 61.06  3.71 
Standard 
deviation 11.66 8.95  1.40 
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Scores of experimental and controlled group at the end of experiment-6 
Std. : 10; Sex : Girls; Group : Controlled; Science achievement 
Sequence of 
Subject 
(Students) 
Science 
achievement 
Science 
confidence 
Science 
achievement 
retest 
Retention 
forgetting 
scores 
1 45 48 40 5 
2 44 42 40 4 
3 53 51 45 8 
4 49 47 45 4 
5 61 65 55 6 
6 40 52 35 5 
7 54 53 50 4 
8 81 74 75 6 
9 61 60 54 7 
10 71 58 65 6 
11 74 61 68 6 
12 59 59 57 2 
13 61 49 58 3 
14 68 65 65 3 
15 40 39 38 2 
16 45 40 41 4 
17 81 71 75 6 
18 71 68 65 6 
19 49 43 45 4 
20 51 49 45 6 
21 52 51 45 7 
22 61 59 58 3 
23 49 51 47 2 
24 51 53 49 2 
25 55 51 50 5 
26 56 45 51 5 
27 61 65 58 3 
28 71 62 66 5 
29 73 64 72 1 
30 49 58 44 5 
31 61 57 60 1 
32 62 66 57 5 
33 59 53 54 5 
34 54 57 48 6 
35 52 53 45 7 
Total strength 2024 1939  159 
Average 57.82 55.4  4.54 
Standard 
deviation 10.79 8.77  1.80 
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Table - 5.12 
Analysis of the scores at the end of Experimental-6 
(Std. 10; Sex - Girls) 
Dependent Variable : Science Achievement 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 63.29 11.66 
Controlled 35 57.82 10.79 
2.031* 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Confidence 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 61.05 8.95 
Controlled 35 55.40 8.77 
2.670** 
 
Dependent Variable : Science Retention 
Group Strength Average 
Standard 
deviation t-value 
Experimental 35 3.71 1.40 
Controlled 35 4.54 1.80 
2.143* 
  *0.05 level significant     
**0.01 level significant  
 
 The table 5.12 suggests that the average of science achievement of 
subjects of experimental group was significantly higher than that of the 
controlled group, because the t-value for significance of difference between 
averages of the subjects of two groups was 2.031, which is significant at 0.05 
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level. Thus the Sixteenth Null Hypothesis of the study is not being accepted. 
As a result of this the Sixteenth Research Hypothesis is accepted. That is, the 
computer assisted teaching method was more effective than lecture method in 
terms of computer assisted science achievement girls of Class 10.  
 The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
scores of science confidence of experimental and controlled group was 2.670, 
which is significant at 0.01 levels. This suggests that there is a significant 
difference between the averages of two groups. So the Seventeenth Null 
Hypothesis is not accepted. As a result, the Seventeenth Research Hypothesis 
is accepted. So it can be said that in comparison to lecture method the science 
confidence of the girls taught by computer assisted teaching method was high. 
In short, the computer assisted teaching method was more effective than 
lecture method in terms of science confidence of girls of Class-10.  
   The t-value for the significance of difference between averages of 
science retention in girls of experimental and controlled group was 2.143, 
which is significant at 0.05 levels. This suggests that there is a significance 
difference between averages of both the groups. So the Eighteenth Null 
Hypothesis is not being accepted. As a result, the Eighteenth Research 
Hypothesis is accepted. The average of experimental group is lower than 
controlled group. So it can be said that in comparison to lecture method, the 
science retention of the girls taught by computer assisted teaching method 
was better, that is, there is forgetfulness was less. In short, the computer 
assisted learning method was more effective than lecture method in terms of 
science retention of girls of Class 10. 
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 It can be concluded from the results obtained from the experimental-6 
that the science achievement of girls taught by computer assisted teaching 
method was higher than the lecture method. Science confidence was high and 
science retention was also high. 
 
5.4 DISCUSSION ON THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN TERMS 
OF EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPUTER ASSISTED 
TEACHING METHOD ON ACHIEVEMENT OF SCIENCE: 
 Considering the standards and sex of the subjects six experiments were 
conducted in this research, their results are being presented here. From this 
discussion whether the computer assisted teaching method, in comparison to 
lecture method is effective or not can be examined in terms of science 
achievement. After co-ordinating the acquired results of experiment in terms 
of science achievement it has been presented in Table No. 13 
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Table - 5.13 
Results obtained in terms of science achievement 
 
Experiment 
No. 
Standard Sex of 
learner 
Result of Experiment 
1 8 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
boys of Std.8 acquired high science 
achievement through computer assisted 
teaching method. So computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective. 
2 8 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
girls of Std. 8 acquired high science 
achievement through computer assisted 
teaching method. So computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective. 
3 9 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
boys of Std. 9 acquired high science 
achievement through computer assisted 
teaching method. So computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective. 
4 9 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
girls of Std. 9 acquired high science 
achievement through computer assisted 
teaching method. So computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective. 
5 10 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
boys of Std. 10 acquired high science 
achievement through computer assisted 
teaching method. So computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective. 
6 10 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
girls of Std. 10 acquired high science 
achievement through computer assisted 
teaching method. So computer assisted 
teaching method was more effective. 
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 The result presented in Table No. 13 indicate that the comparison to 
lecture method if computer assisted teaching method is used on Std. 8, 9, 10 
at secondary level on boys or girls as subjects of experiments the science 
achievement has shown significant increase, that is, if it is examined in terms 
of science achievement, the computer assisted teaching method was more 
effective as compared to the lecture method. 
 Thus the teaching method influences the science achievement. This 
influence was equal on standards and sex, i.e. there was no effect of standard 
(variable) or sex (variable) on the relationship between teaching method 
(independent variable) and science achievement (dependent variable). 
 
5.5 DISCUSSION ON RESULTS OBTAINED IN TERMS OF 
EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPUTER ASSISTED 
TEACHING METHOD ON SCIENCE CONFIDENCE : 
 Experiments were conducted to examine the effect of computer 
assisted teaching method on science confidence. The discussion of the result 
is presented here. The co-ordination of acquired results of six experiments in 
terms of science confidence has been presented in Table 5.14 as under. 
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Table - 5.14 
Results obtained in terms of science confidence 
Experiment 
No. 
Standard Sex of 
learner 
Result of Experiment 
1 8 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
science confidence of boys of Std.8 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method was 
more effective. 
2 8 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
science confidence of girls of Std. 8 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method was 
more effective. 
3 9 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
science confidence of boys of Std. 9 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method was 
more effective. 
4 9 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
science confidence of girls of Std. 9 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method was 
more effective. 
5 10 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
science confidence of boys of Std. 10 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method was 
more effective. 
6 10 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
science confidence of girls of Std. 10 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method was 
more effective. 
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 The conclusion of six experiments shown in Table 5.14 can be 
presented as under: 
 The results of experiments on Std. 8, 9, 10 show that the computer 
assisted teaching method is more effective than the lecture method. The 
results in terms of teaching method in science confidence suggest that the 
effect was same for Std. 8, 9 and 10. From this it can be said that there is no 
effect of standard in between teaching method and science confidence. 
 Both the results of boys and girls of Std. 8, 9, 10 show that computer 
assisted teaching method was more effective than lecture method. This result 
also suggests that the effect of sex on the relationship between teaching 
method and science confident is not found. From the results of six 
experiments to examine the effect of teaching method on science confidence it 
can be said that the computer assisted teaching method is more effective than 
lecture method. 
 
5.6 DISCUSSION ON RESULTS OBTAINED IN TERMS OF 
EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPUTER ASSISTED 
TEACHING METHOD ON SCIENCE RETENTION. 
 Considering the standard and sex of the students of experiment, the 
discussion from the results of six experiments in this research is presented 
here. In terms of science retention and in comparison to lecture method 
whether the computer assisted teaching method is effective or not that can be 
examined from the discussion. 
 The co-ordination of acquired results of six experiments conducted in 
terms of science retention is presented in Table 5.15. 
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Table - 5.15 
Results obtained in terms of science confidence 
Experiment 
No. 
Standard Sex of 
learner 
Result of Experiment 
1 8 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
science retention of boys of Std. 8 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method is 
more effective. 
2 8 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
science retention of girls of Std. 8 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method is 
more effective. 
3 9 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
science retention of boys of Std. 9 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method is 
more effective. 
4 9 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
science retention of girls of Std. 9 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method is 
more effective. 
5 10 Boys In comparison to lecture method, the 
science retention of boys of Std. 108 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method is 
more effective. 
6 10 Girls In comparison to lecture method, the 
science retention of girls of Std. 10 
taught through computer assisted 
teaching method was higher. So 
computer assisted teaching method is 
more effective. 
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 The conclusion of six experiments shown in Table 5.15 can be 
presented as under: 
 The results of experiments on Std. 8, 9, 10 shows that the computer 
assisted teaching method is more effective than lecture method. The results in 
terms of effectiveness of teaching method on science retention suggest that 
the effect was equal for Std. 8, 9, 10. From this it can be said that there is no 
effect of standard between teaching method and science retention. 
 Both the results on boys or girls of Std. 8, 9, 10 shows that the 
computer assisted teaching method was more effective than the lecture 
method. These results suggest there is no effect of sex on the relationship 
between teaching method and science retention. 
 Thus, the results on teaching method and science retention show that 
there is no effect of standard and sex on teaching method and science 
retention. 
 From the results obtained at the end of six experiments to examine the 
effect of teaching method on science retention it can be said that computer 
assisted teaching method is more effective than lecture method. 
 
KKK 
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CHAPTER - 6 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTORY : 
 The researcher has made an attempt to justify the chapter by giving 
necessary details of the summary of the study, tests on null hypothesis, 
conclusions of the study, implications and future studies for the purpose of 
recommendations. 
 Some problems which are related to the study and which can be 
selected for future studies are also referred at the end of the study. 
 
6.2 SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS : 
 Keeping in mind the goal of examining whether the computer assisted 
teaching method is more effective than lecture method or not, in terms of 
dependent variable like science achievement, science confidence and science 
retention, this study was conducted. The experimental research method of two 
groups was used to test the teaching method as an independent variable. 
Necessary programmes for selected units of Std. 8, 9, 10 in terms of both the 
treatments viz. treatment of computer assisted teaching method on 
experimental group and treatment of lecture method on controlled group were 
prepared.  
 To clarify the application of results, six experiments were conducted, 
keeping in mind the variables like standard and sex. 
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 The achievement tests were designed for Std. 8, 9, 10 for the 
measurement of dependent variable science achievement. For science 
confidence, an inventory designed by Sejpal D. K. for Science confidence 
based on "I may say about mathematics" was designed where as for science 
retention the science achievement test was used again for second time. 
 The decision regarding acceptance and non-acceptance of each 
hypothesis and it test suitably designed for the objectives of study has been 
presented in sequence as under : 
 
º FIRST NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 8, there may not be significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science achievement of boys 
taught through computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests were used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
1.961 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result, the related first hypothesis was accepted, due to which it 
can be said that there was a significant difference between the science 
achievements of subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
º SECOND NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 There may not be significant difference between the averages of the 
scores of science confidence of the boys who were taught by computer 
assisted teaching method and the lecture method in context of science subject 
of Class 8. 
 T-tests was used as the statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.226 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
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accepted. As a result, the related second hypothesis was accepted, due to 
which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science confidence of subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
º THIRD NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In the context of the science of Std. 8, there may not be significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science retention of boys who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests were used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.055 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related third hypothesis was accepted, due to 
which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science context of the subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
º FOURTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 8, there may not be significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science achievement of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests were used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.254 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result, the related fourth hypothesis was accepted, due to 
which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science achievements of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
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º FIFTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 8, there may not be significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science confidence of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests were used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.893 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related fifth hypothesis was accepted, due to 
which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science confidence of the subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
º SIXTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 8, there may not be significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science retention of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests were used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was      
2.536 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result, the related sixth hypothesis was accepted, due to which 
it can be said that there was a significant difference between the retention of 
science context of subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
º SEVENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 9, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science achievement of boys 
who were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
3.488 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
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accepted. As a result of this, the related seventh hypothesis was accepted, due 
to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science achievement of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
º EIGHTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 9, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science confidence of boys who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
4.300 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related eighth hypothesis was accepted, due 
to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science confidence of subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
º NINTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 9, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of retention of science context of 
boys who were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture 
method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was        
4.457 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related ninth hypothesis was accepted, due to 
which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
retention of science context of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
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º TENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 9, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science achievement of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.241 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related tenth hypothesis was accepted, due to 
which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science achievement of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
º ELEVENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 9, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science confidence of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.793 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related eleventh hypothesis was accepted, 
due to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science confidence of subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
º TWELFTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 9, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of retention of science context of 
girls who were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture 
method. 
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 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was        
2.723 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related twelfth hypothesis was accepted, due 
to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
retention of science context of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
º THIRTEENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 10, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science achievement of boys 
who were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.328 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related thirteenth hypothesis was accepted, 
due to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science achievement of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
º FOURTEENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 10, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science confidence of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
3.570 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related fifteenth hypothesis was accepted, 
due to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science confidence of subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
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º FIFTEENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 10, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of retention of science context of 
boys who were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture 
method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was        
2.274 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related tenth hypothesis was accepted, due to 
which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
retention of science context of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
º SIXTEENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 10, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science achievement of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.031 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related sixteenth hypothesis was accepted, 
due to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science achievement of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
º SEVENTEENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 10, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of science confidence of girls who 
were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture method. 
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 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was 
2.670 which was significant at 0.01 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related seventeenth hypothesis was accepted, 
due to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
science confidence of subjects of both the groups involved in the experiment. 
º EIGHTEENTH NULL HYPOTHESIS : 
 In context of the science of Std. 10, there may not be a significant 
difference between the averages of scores of retention of science context of 
girls who were taught by computer assisted teaching method and lecture 
method. 
 T-tests was used as statistical technique. The acquired t-value was        
2.143 which was significant at 0.05 level. So this null hypothesis was not 
accepted. As a result of this, the related eighteenth hypothesis was accepted, 
due to which it can be said that there was a significant difference between the 
retention of science context of subjects of both the groups involved in the 
experiment. 
6.3 CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY : 
 Conclusions of the study on the interpretations obtained at the end of 
testing of hypothesis designed for the study are as shown under : 
6.3.1 The science achievement of boys of Std. 8 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.2 The science confidence of boys of Std. 8 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
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6.3.3 The science retention of boys of Std. 8 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.4 The science achievement of girls of Std. 8 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.5 The science confidence of girls of Std. 8 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.6 The science retention of girls of Std. 8 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.7 The science achievement of boys of Std. 9 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.8 The science confidence of boys of Std. 9 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.9 The science retention of boys of Std. 9 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.10 The science achievement of girls of Std. 9 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
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6.3.11 The science confidence of girls of Std. 9 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.12 The science retention of girls of Std. 9 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.13 The science achievement of boys of Std. 10 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.14 The science confidence of boys of Std. 10 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.15 The science retention of boys of Std. 10 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.16 The science achievement of girls of Std. 10 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.17 The science confidence of girls of Std. 10 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.18 The science retention of girls of Std. 10 who were taught by 
computer assisted teaching method was higher than that taught by 
lecture method. 
6.3.19 There was no effect of variables like standard or sex on the 
relationship between teaching method and science achievement. 
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6.3.20 There was no effect of variables like standard or sex on the 
relationship between teaching method and science confidence. 
6.3.21 There was no effect of variables like standard or sex on the 
relationship between teaching method and science retention.  
6.3.22 In context of science achievement, the effect of computer assisted 
teaching method was more than the lecture method. 
6.3.23 In context of science confidence the effect of computer assisted 
teaching method was more than the lecture method. 
6.3.24 In context of science retention, the effect of computer assisted 
teaching method was more than the lecture method. 
 
6.4 OUTCOME PRODUCT OF THE STUDY : 
 This research was conducted to examine the effectiveness of computer 
assisted teaching method at secondary level. So certain units from among the 
science subjects of secondary school were selected so that computer assisted 
teaching can be done to them. Different units of Std. 8, 9 and 10 were selected 
and a required CD of computer was also selected. This CD was presented 
before the students who were the samples of the study and experiments were 
conducted. 
 
6.5 IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH : 
 In context of the teaching of science subject at secondary level, the six 
experiments conducted in this study to examine the effectiveness of teaching 
method on (1) Science achievement (2) Science confidence and (3) Science 
retention indicate that in comparison to traditional teaching method. If 
teaching is done through computer assisted teaching method then; 
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i) The science achievement of the students is enhanced. 
ii) The science confidence of the students increases 
iii) The retention of science context of the students can be increased. 
 Various suggestions can be made from these conclusions : 
i) If the subject of computer is initiated as a main subject in secondary 
school, it can be used till the teaching of science with its help becomes 
possible. Especially, those experiments which are difficult to be 
demonstrated by an instrument in the laboratory or if it is inconvenient 
to do so, then such experiment can be shown with the help of the 
computer. 
ii) The units of science in which the teaching can be given through 
computer assisted teaching method, the students get new experience by 
the teaching and their confidence and interest can be created in that 
subject, and as a result of this, the attitude of student towards that 
subject can be positively developed. 
 
6.6 RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING FUTURE  
 RESEARCHES : 
 On the basis of the review of earlier researches, the results obtained at 
the end of this research and the experiences during the research the researcher 
is inspired to suggest certain related researches which can be conducted later 
on. 
(1) The effect of computer assisted teaching method on learning interest, 
learner's attitude and other psychological traits should be examined. 
(2) The approach of a teacher towards the subject who teaches through 
computer assisted teaching method and the approach of a teacher 
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towards the subject who teaches through traditional teaching method 
should be compared. 
(3) During the teaching through computer assisted teaching method, the 
type of relationship between slow-learner students and bright students 
should be examined. 
(4) During the pictorial presentation through computer assisted teaching 
method, whether the student is motivated to learn other units in subject 
on his own or not, that should be examined. 
(5) When the dull children or slow-learning children are taught something 
through computer assisted teaching method, whether they can learn it 
better than the traditional lecture method or not, that should be 
examined. 
(6) Whether the computer assisted teaching method is effective in subjects 
other than science or not ?  should be checked. 
KKK 
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Sr. 
No. 
Item Agree Neutral Disagree 
1 I feel difficult to learn Science    
2 I am always worried that I may fail in 
Science 
   
3 I feel very happy to understand Science 
practical 
   
4 To perform practical of Science is very 
easy for me 
   
5 again is very tedious for me    
6 I am always prepared to learn Science    
7 To learn Science is not my job    
8 I don't think why students worry to learn 
Science 
   
9 To get pass in Science I will have to work 
hard 
   
10 I get worried when I decide to learn 
Science 
   
11 Science is very easy for me to learn    
12 I get confused while studying Science    
13 I feel so bore in Science period that I 
remain waiting for the end of the period 
   
14 To learn new Science law is my job    
15 I am always prepared to learn new laws in 
Science 
   
16 I have to take cooperation from my 
friends while doing homework in Science 
doing homework in Science 
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Sr. 
No. 
Item Agree Neutral Disagree 
18 I sit and write for the whole time in my 
Science exam and then get passed 
   
19 Once I understand the law of Science than 
it is easy for me to use it in practical 
purposes 
   
20 Though it takes a longer period to 
perform the practical of Science 
continuously work for it.  
   
21 When Science teacher is not in class I 
think to go on stage and teach the students 
   
22 I always get good marks in Science    
23 I just go through Science and get ready 
for exams 
   
24 I like to teach the students who are weak 
in Science 
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5lZlXQ8 
lJ7FG lJ`JF; DF5G ;\XMWlGSF 
 
cclJ7FG V\U[ DFZ[ SC[J]\ K[cc 
 
5|IMHS      DFU"NX"S 
AFZF[8 lGN¿ ÝE]NF;    0F¶P HGSEF. DSJF6F 
      .GRFH" VFRFI" 
      NZAFZ UF[5F,NF; lX1F6 DCFlJnF,I 
      V,LVFAF0F 
 
lJnFYL" lD+4 
 GD:SFZ 
 VF 5]l:TSFDF\ lJ7FG lJX[ TDFZM XM VG]EJ K[ T[ NXF"JTF\ lJWFGM q JFSIM K[P TDFZ[ 
T[ NZ[S lJWFG XF\lT5}J"S JF\RL4 ;DÒ p¿Z GM\WFJFGM K[P NZ[S lJWFG ;FD[ +6 BFGFVMDF\ 
;\DT4 S\. SCL XS]\ GCL\4 V;\DT V[D +6 lJS<5M GM\WJFDF\ VFjIF K[P TDFZ[ NZ[S lJWFGG[ 
VG]~54 lJ7FG lJX[ TDFZM H[ VG]EJ CMI T[ D]HAGF SM. V[S lJS<5GF BFGFDF\ c?c NXF"JL 
5|lTEFJ VF5JFGM K[P 5|lTEFJ NXF"JJF DF8[G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 GLR[ VF%I]\ K[4 T[ H]VMP 
 
;\DT S\. SCL XS]\ GCL\ V;\DT pNFCZ6o lJ7FG XLBJFG]\ VFJ[ V[8,[ DG[ TFJ R0[ 
?   
 
 HM TDFZ[4 SM. lJWFG DF8[ 5C[,F VF5[,M HJFA AN,JM CMI4 TF[ H[ BFGFDF\ c?c SC[, 
K[ T[DF\ cXc SZL4 ALHF BFGFDF\ c?c SZMP 
 VF TDFZ]\ 7FG RSF;JF DF8[GL 5ZL1FF GYLP VFYL NZ[S lJWFG DF8[ TDFZM VG]EJ TD[ 
lGo;\SMR56[4 UEZFIF l;JFI4 ;FRM H VF5XMP S[D S[ TDFZF HJFAM SM.G[ ATFJJFDF\ VFJX[ 
GCL\ T[DH U]%T H ZC[X[P 
 J/L4 ;FRF HJFAMYL TDG[ H TDFZF V\U[ HF6JF D/X[P 
 AWF\ H lJWFGM DF8[ p¿Z VF5JFGM K[P T[YL SM.56 lJWFGGM p¿Z VF5JFG]\ KM0L 
N[XM GCL\P 
 TM SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ tIFZ[ 5FG]\ O[ZJL TDFZ]\ SFI" X~ SZXMP 
 WgIJFN       
lGN¿ AFZF[8 
 
;FDFgI DFlCTL o 
GFD o 
XF/F o 
WMZ6 o      JU" o 
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ÊD lJWFG ;\DT S\. SCL  
XS]\ GCL\ 
V;\DT 
1. lJ7FG XLBJFDF\ DG[ TM B}A H D]xS[,L 50[ K[P    
2. 5ZL1FFDF\ GF5F; YJFGL lR\TF DG[ lJ7FGDF\ TM CMI HP    
3. lJ7FGGF 5|IF[UF[ XLBJFDF\ DG[ TM DHFGM BHFGM D/[P     
4. lJ7FGGF 5|IF[U XLBJF V[8,[ DFZ[ DG ZDT JFTP    
5. lJ7FGGF[ V[SGF[ V[S 5|IF[U DFZF DF8[ S\8F/FHGS K[P    
6. lJ7FG XLBJF DF8[ C]\ TM T{IFZ H CMpP    
7. VF56[ lJ7FG XLBJFDF\ TF[ A; CFY HM0LV[P    
8. DG[ TM lJRFZ H VFJ[ S[ lJ7FG XLBJFDF\ VF8,F AWF UEZFJ]\ 
XF DF8[ HM.V[ m 
   
9. pTL6" YJF DF8[ DFZ[ JW] DC[GT lJ7FGDF\ H SZJL 50[ K[P    
10. lJ7FG XLBJFG]\ GSSL SZJ]\ V[ DFZF DF8[ lR\TFGF[ 5|` G K[P    
11. lJ7FG V[8,[ ;FJ ;C[,M lJQFIP    
12. lJ7FGGL UZA0DF\ C]\ TM U]\RJF. HFp\ K]\P    
13. lJ7FGGF TF;DF\ V[8,M S\8F/M R0[ S[ SIFZ[ A; A[, JFU[ VG[ 
TF; 5}ZM YFI4 V[D ,FU[P 
   
14. lJ7FGGF GLTGJF 5|IF[U pS[,JF V[ DFZ]\ H SFDP    
15. lJ7FGGF GLTGJF 5|IF[UF[ DF8[ C]\ C\D[XF ;\DTP    
16. lJ7FGG]\ 3Z,[XG SZJ]\ CMI tIFZ[ DFZ[ lD+GL DNN ,[JL 50[ K[P    
17. 5ZL1FFDF\ lJ7FGGF 5|` G5+DF\ DFZFYL A[AFS/F AGL HJFI K[P    
18. lJ7FGGL 5ZL1FFDF\ C]\ 5}ZM ;DI A[;]\ tIFZ[ DF\0 5F; YFp\P    
19. V[S JBT lJ7FGGF[ 5|IF[U pS[,L ,ë 5KL JFT 5}ZLP T[JM 5|IF[U 
VFJ0[ HP 
   
20. lJ7FGDF\ 5|IF[UGL ZLT E,[G[ V3ZL CMIP 5|IF[U 5}6" SZLG[ H 
H\5JFDF\ DHF K[P 
   
21. lJ7FGGF lX1FS CFHZ G CMI tIFZ[ T[DGM lJ7FGGM TF; ,[JFG]\ 
DG[ DG YFI K[P 
   
22. JFlQF"S 5ZL1FFDF\ DFZ[ lJ7FGDF\ ;FZF U]6 CMI HP    
23. A;4 YM0L V[JL T{IFZL SZLV[ VG[ lJ7FG T{IFZ ¦    
24. lJ7FGDF\ SFRF ZC[TF lJnFYL"qlJnFlY"GLVMG[ XLBJJFG]\ DG[ B]A 
H UD[ K[P 
   
 
 
